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This thesis incorporates the methodology of narrative inquiry in 

considering movement and dance as meaningful life processes. It begins 

with an autobiographically-oriented narrative of the writer's experiences 

as a dancer, a dance therapist with autistic and emotionally troubled 

children, and a researcher in rnulticultural education. Subsequently, these 

experiences are examined from phenomenological and ethnographic 

perspectives. I n  particular, movement by children is described and 

analyzed, to illustrate children's natural propensity for its symbolic use. 

The writer concludes that greater attention to  this modality needs to be 

considered in developing curricula for children. 

Throughout the inquiry, the paradigm of holistic education provides 

a theoretical schema for integrated notions of body, mind, and soul. The 

thesis closes with a challenge and an invitation for readers to investigate 

the refiective stories lodged in their own body memories and revealed 

through the experience of movement and dance. 



"Spiritual traditions are always tmditions of embodiment" 
(Levin, 1985, p. 173) 
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Preface 
Sitting at the Table/ 

Dancing under the Table 

Fiaure 1 

The young girl hanging upside down under the table in 

Figure 1 illustrates the central themes of my narrative inquiry: the 

impulse to move and how it is so clearly evidenced by children. In  

the picture, the girl under the table shows through her movement 

that she is experimenting with the world, inside and outside of her 

skin. She demonstrates the very different way of "being in the 

world" that is childhood. Her impulse to move is irrepressible. As a 



dancer, 1 know this impulse. 

A visual representation of the gestalt of my research and my 

personal reflection, which constitute my narrative inquiry, can be 

found in the photograph (Figure 1). The frozen image alludes to the 

multiple dynamics and relationships ont0 which 1 can project the 

two perspectives of my te*: "dancing under the table", and "sitting 

a t  the table". The picture gives the reader a snapshot of my thesis 

as a whole, its parameters being both the experience of, and the 

obse~a t ion  of movement in my life and study. I n  the course of my 

inquiry, one of the goals of my writing grew to be the removal of the 

figurative tablecloth that normally hides the dancing child when 

adults sit at the "table of the academy", even when their focus of 

study is the young chiM. Tensions between the "under the table" 

and the "at the table" perspectives propelled my "re-search, a 

searching again" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 124), for the 

meaning of movement. 

Narrative inquiry was the only methodological framework 

which afforded a consideration of my own experience of an inner 

impulse to move, mymdances under the table", as well as my 

involvement as a researcher 0 b s e ~ i n g  the movement of othen. 1 

was suppoeed by narrative research's mandate encompassing: 

... the depth and breadth of Our personal knowledge in 

search of unity through reflection on the explicit tensions 

in life stories and the implicit meanings weaving through 

these stories. (Furlong, 1994, p. 4) 

Hence, 1 could examine the links between my personal knowledge, 

my experience of embodiment and movement, and the larger 

context of educationa t research. 

As characteristic of narrative inquiry, 1 began with an 



"autobiographically oriented narrative" cornposed around a 

"particular wonder, a research puzzle" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, 

p. 41, 124). My wondering and puzzlement arose around the 

meaning of movement, its contrasted valuing within different 

domains, and the inevitable tension of seemingly having to exclude 

what 1 knew as a dancer, frorn what 1 focused on as a graduate 

student of education. 1 used narrative inquiry methodology as 

permission to write from the phenomenological experience of my 

body moving, for the first time in my life. 1 could include my dances 

amongst the "imaginative possibilities" that can constitute "field 

texts" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 116). Astounded by what 

came through in words when 1 allowed somatic state to be their 

root, 1 sought to  articulate some of the tacit knowledge represented 

through my body's movements and the 0 b ~ e ~ a t i o n  of the 

movements of those around me. 1 tried to make meaning of my 

experience and find points of contact between my stories and a 

larger sense of significance: this would be the content of my 

"research text" (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 140). 

1 was further encouraged in this direction by Sheets- 

Johnstone's (1990) extensive argument about the validity of a 

phenomenological consideration of movement and dance from both 

a performer's and the audience's points of view. 1 reflected on the 

observation and experience of movement and dance, not as 

pointing or referring to meanings beyond themselves, but as "being 

in and of thernselves intelligent and intelligible" (Sheets-Johnstone, 

1981, p. 404). Therein lay the core significance of my work. 

Reflection on phenomenologically rooted stories in 

chronological order was the pattern 1 used for teasing out 

meanings. Stories of my dances with children intertwined with 



autobiographical writing, shifting into joumaling and other genres. 

This had the "sometimes confounding" quality that results from 

" merging overall life experiences with specific research experience, 

realms of experience often separated in inquiry" (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 2000, p. 115). Narrative inquiry did not demand 

separation of these realms, my personal and professional 

experiences could be part of the same whole, as they are in me. 1 

recorded my field texts in italics, as 1 intemove them through the 

dissertation. 

Typical of narrative methodology, 1 reviewed literature "as a 

kind of conversation between theory and life or, at least, between 

the theory and the stories of life contained in the inquiry" (Clandinin 

& Connelly, 2000, p. 41). Holism (Gerber, 1984; Miller, 1988, 1990) 

remained the one salient paradigm throughout, since it intrinsically 

values and validates the exploration of body, mind, and spirit 

interrelationships. Nonetheless, the literature on holistic education 

did not offer extensive investigation from a kinaesthetic perspective, 

leaving an area to which my work could perhaps contribute. 

The first "story" to  emerge during my inquiry was via 

choreography with my daughter. The meanings of our dance, Our 

story without words, became the starting point and the grounded 

reference for my inquiry, illuminating the way fomard when 1 found 

myself going in circles. 1 relived that dance experience for insight 

and inspiration. Through it, 1 could repeatedly "crawl under the 

table". It was by writing from this vantage point that 1 discovered 

that the girl under the table had a voice and that 1 wanted to 

include her perspective. Thus, the need to examine stories and 

notions surrounding my ontogeny, the growth of my physical body, 

emerged. These seemed inextricably linked with ontological issues, 
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with the nature of my existence. 

My earliest mernories of "self" as a separate physical body 

were enfolded by adult experiences of potential "Selfn as the 

transcendent experience of unity. Isadora Duncan (1993) had 

discovered dances that "seemed to create themselves from the 

rhythm of some invisible music" (p. 41), which she associated with 

divine expression (p. 39). The experience of a spiritual dimension 

through my own inner impulse to move generated metaphors similar 

to Duncan's (1981): "dance waves, light waves, sound waves-al1 

the same" (p. 31). 

Words remained my greatest challenge: how to distil the 

ineffable into a taste that would tempt the reader to  swallow and 

savour their own ernbodied experience, the only way to really 

understand what 1 was writing about? Terms and concepts from the 

work of movement theorist Rudolf Laban (1935, 1956, 1963, 1971, 

1974, 1980) became essential in verbalising cross-disciplinary 

concepts. His was the only theoretical language that was both 

broad enough and specific enough to represent experiential and 

observational perspectives of movement within physical and 

spiritual domains. Discovery of Laban's early career as a painter and 

architect, followed by one as a dancer and choreographer, 

explained how he had developed an inclusive ftamework. He too 

had evolved from an "outside-in" to an "inside-out" consideration of 

movement. Movement, dance, and proprioception, were among the 

many key words relevant to  my writing that his Iifelong work 

elucidated. 

Through recording different stages of rnovement based 

understanding, their relationship to other constructs and contexts 

became clear, as did the importance of movement environments in 
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educational and other cultural milieus involving children. 1 chronicled 

my evolution from working with dance forrns such as ballet, 

flamenco, modem, and West African, to  valuing dance as a process. 

Through this 1 found that my notions of teaching as a transmissive 

versus transactive, then transformative practice, were embedded in 

the story of my evolution m m  dance teacher to dance therapist. 

Shifting to an appreciation of the teachings of others through their 

movement, 1 had corne to consider the transcendant potential of 

movement and dance. The narratives of my relationships with 

several children with whom I worked as a dance therapist assumed 

importance in illustrating the propensity for symbolic movernent in 

children. These examples were recorded to demonstrate the depth 

and range of symbolic processing possible through movement, 

leading into the consideration of movement as meditation, a way of 

experiencing unit ' .  

The adults "sitting at the table" in the photograph (Figure l), 

represent a different perspective layered into rny text. Their 

imagined dialogue is more conventional than the semiotics of a 

dancer. During explorations with methodologies other than 

narrative inquiry, 1 had often felt "trapped" in the amis of academic 

discourse, like the chiM trapped on the adult's lap in Figure 1. As 

noted by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) regarding their 

experimention with other methods, "there was a kind of 

seductiveness that threatened t o  wrap us into the ideas and 

concepts that drove the method" (p. 128). Because narrative inquiry 

begins with explorations of phenornena, I had been able to  Rart  my 

inquiry by dancing. Some aspects of my narrative could 

subsequently assume phenomenological features, while other 

aspects could assume ethnographic features (Clandidin & Connelly, 



2000, p. 128). Therefore, narrative representation and 

consideration of the "dances under the table" provided a more 

inclusive verbal discourse, "sitting at the table" of the academy. 

While figuratively talking a t  the table, 1 discovered a 

theoretical gap which my reflection could address: movement, our 

native language of childhood and our cornmon phenomenological 

denominator, was excluded from most academic conte-, echoing 

the impact of Cartesian dualism. Terms such as "nonverbat 

behaviour" and "nonverbal communication", commonly found in the 

literature, conceptually limited the role of movement within 

curriculum, teaching and learning. Though Piaget's theory of 

sensorimotor learning (1977, 1999) expanded the notion that the 

function of movement went beyond communication, educational 

literature did not explore the potential of ongoing sensorimotor 

meaning making. Within pedagogical literature, Dewey's (1932, 

1934, 1938, 1987) contribution remained singular. His strong stand 

on body-mind grounded personal experience, as a basis for 

educational reform, is still an unmet challenge to current educational 

response to body-mind theories of knowledge . 
A review of Howard Gardner's (1993) writings on multiple 

intelligences connrrned the value of including my own experiences 

as a "kinaesthetic learner" (p. 205) in addressing the gap 1 had 

identifed. Recent emphasis on the study of the brain at the 

exclusion of the rest of the body countemeighted the holistic 

paradigm. The relevance of my considerations within the current 

debate about the impact of technology on early childhood was one 

of the unplanned connections that rose to the surface during my 

investigations. 

By "looking under the table", and even more so by "dancing 



under the table", my position as a researcher with children could 

generate distinctive observations. 1 included in my reflection an 

exarnple from a research site. With Labanotation (Hutchison, 1954) 

providing the structure for movement notation, description, and 

subsequent analysis, an overview of an interventionist action- 

research project in a multilingual kindergarten was documented. 

Labanotation terms were blended with ather observations of 

students to demonstrate how words were not the pnmary modality 

for classroom participation, or communication. This pointed to the 

relevance of movement observation in research settings which 

involve young children. Attending to the movement of children within 

school research and practice has implications that begin with 

valuing Our own personal kinaesthetic experience. 

Indeed, Sacks (1990), whose writings as a clinical neurologist 

are infused with narrative as a methodology for contravening the 

brain-mind hegemony of his discipline, urges us to reclaim what is 

most important at an elemental level: the control, owning, and 

operation of ouf physical selves (p. 45). He goes on to prescribe a 

solution: that one "think phenomenologically", treating state-of- 

body and state-of-mind not as fictions, but a psychophysical whole 

(Sacks, 1990, p. 43, 45). Thinking phenomenologically involves 

speaking from the body, not about the body (Polanyi,1966, p. 10). 

Dance is one way of speaking from the body: the voice of my 

dances held meaning. Similar processing and experience had been 

recorded by dance therapists experimenting with a form called 

"authentic movement": 

The mover, who is the expert on his own experience, 

works with eyes closed ... The mover listens inwardly for 

the occurrence of impulse toward movement. This 



rnovement shapes the mover's body as it becomes a 

vessei through which unconscious material awakens into 

consciousness. Sometimes ... it is grace ... the mover 

embodies a clear presence. (Adler, 1996, p. 86) 

The experience of a clear presence through embodiment and 

movement is the essence that my narrative inquiry uncovered. 

My narrative inquiry called me to "re-member" my own body, 

and not just treat it as a "tool for work that gets tired, gets worn 

out, and deteriorates" (Descamps, 1988, p. 9). Ultimately, my 

writing serves as an affirmation of the potential of stories rooted in 

Our bodies, and told through Our movement. Choosing to be aware 

of information we are continually receiving from Our body is to  

have access to insights we had not thought 

possible ... the point is, however, not to accept someone 

else's revelations about their own body instead of 

finding one's own movement sources within oneself. 

(Steinman,1986, p. 14) 

By embracing Our embodiment's potential for experiencing the 

spiritual through the physical, we are gifted with the opportunity to 

join fully in the dance of life, body, mind and soul. I n  such holistic 

celebration, participants at  and under the table can join hands 

together forming a complete cirde. 
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Chapter 1 

In  the Beginning 

1.1 Experiencing the Body Moving 

The Sanskrit word for receptacle is abya, as in Himalaya, 

which Iiterally means Receptacle of the Snows. Just as 

there are so-called material seeds, there are also 

psychic seeds. Each thought that we have is a psychic 

seed, each emotion. Even those thoughts and emotions 

that are beneath the level of consciousness. These 

seeds flow out into the universe and only corne to  

fruition when they find the proper soil, the proper 

receptacle. This gave me some understanding of the 

theory of reincarnation. Not that our ego passes from 

one body to another, our personality moving through 

the ages in a long succession of different bodies, but 

that each of us is forrned by, and fonns, psychic seeds 

that find their receptacles in the so-called material world. 

Nor must we think of the receptacle as something solid. 

We should rather think of it as a river that flows 

ceaselessly, psychic seeds being born and dying 

continually. The whole universe is movement and we are 

part of this movement. All aggregates are impermanent. 

(McEnaney and Hernstock, 1998, p. 464) 

The intemal origin of our movement, the initial spark or 

impulse to move, is a metaphysical concem. Ancient traditions such 

as Hinduism recount that: "Shiva Nataraja, Lord of the Dance, sends 

pulsating waves of awakening sound through matter thereby 

seducing it to life fmm Iethargy" (Wosein, 1974, p. 8). I n  a 



description of the electrical activity in the brain and nervous system 

of a human embryo at 10 to 12 weeks after conception, Nash 

(1997) uses a strikingly parallel metaphor for the movement of 

neurons: 

. . .the staccato bursts of electricity.. .arise from 

coordinated waves of neural activity, and that those 

pulsing waves, like current shifting sand on the ocean 

floor, actually change the shape of the brain, carving 

mental circuits into patterns.. . (p. 47-48) 

Movement permeates every element of our embodiment. "In the 

beginning was the word" is the Biblical reference to Our inception. I n  

Hinduism, its equivalent is that in the beginning was the dance. 

To be alive is to have a body and to move. "Our body is Our 

general medium for having a world" (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 146). 

Our earliest manifestation in human fom, as a foetus, is defined by 

Our ability to move as a separate body. We sprout and bud in 

amniotic fluid, cushioned and portaged as we swim in the world of 

the womb. We begin with the experience of unity, synchrony, 

harmony of movement with Our mother. We also move separately 

from her, and eventually we move separated fmm her. Our body is 

"the earliest and most direct contact one can make with oneself as 

the source of one's experience" (Koren, 1992, p. 1). 

Narrative inquiry is said to tell the myth, metaphor and 

meaning of a person's life (Furlong , 1994, p. 42). Metaphor can 

serve as the "language of the sou1 ... a physical picture of a spiritual 

condition" (Woodman, 1984, p. 33). The body is the original 

meta phorical text (Levin, 1985, p. 171). In this reflection, body, 

movement, and dance, are operant metaphors, the physical pictures 

of a spiritual condition. The body moving is at the root of my 



narrative, the repository of my "lived experience" (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 1988, 1990), at the core of my "personal practical 

knowledge" (Clandinin & Connelly, 1989). Phenomenology 

underlines the potential of exploring this domain: 

Knowledge and communication sublimate rather than 

suppress our incarnation, and the characteristic 

operation of the mind is in the movement by which we 

recapture our corporeal existence and use it to  

symbolize instead of merely to CO-exist. 

(Merleau-Ponty as quoted in Lanigan, 1972, p. 133) 

Somatic involvement at a syrnbolic level is most evident in young 

children. Hence, my inquiry has been deeply affected and informed 

by my work with children under the age of seven, who were autistic 

or emotionally disturbed. Most recently my research in a multilingual 

kindergarten has affirmed the potential of attending to movement 

as a semiotic modality. 

1.2 Verbalising the Experknce 

Rudolf Laban (1879-1958), whose contributions to movement 

notation and analysis have impacted on many theorists of body 

movement, was a painter and architect before becoming a dancer, 

choreographer, and movement theorist. He linked visual art and 

music to movement, initially seeing dance as live pictures on stage, 

and distinguishing between stable and mobile patterns of 

movement animated by the flow of music (Kestenberg, 1992, 

p. 55). Similady, my conscious analysis of movement also began 

with an outside-in obse~ational perspective and a fascination with 

the inner rhythms animating outer patterns. 

Laban (1935) unwaveringly identified movement as central to  



human experience: 

One must always remember that al1 tones as 

in speaking, singing and screaming, stem 

from bodily actions, that is, movement. 

Whether 1 hit the table so that it resonates 

or make the air tremble with my scream it is 

always the same, namely movement made 

audible. 

(as quoted in Kestenberg, 1992, p. 55) 

Laban did not view movement as a language but as "a building 

process in which many and varying operations and actions are 

compounded" (North, 1972, p. 9). He spoke of aspects of movement 

as "movement thinking" (Laban, 1971, p. 17), and framed 

movement as the "outward expression of living energy within" 

(North, 1972, p. 39). Laban saw movernent forming the "reciprocal 

link between mental, spiritual and physical life" (Thomton, 1971, 

p. 24). 

Laban's work introduced me to words for my ongoing 

experience of living energy within. He described an inner impulse to  

move, càlling this an "inner effort", having the quality of sensation 

that feads outward into space so that movement becomes visible as 

physical action (Laban, 1963, p. 26-27). It is the experience of inner 

effort and the subsequent visible physical action that are the 

essence of this narrative inquiry. By considering inner effort 1 reflect 

on the "inside out", phenomenological experience of movement. 

Visible physical action is then infused with a different 

understanding. My experience negates a dichotomy of body and 

mind, and values body-mind as a vehicle for knowing spirit. The 

mystery of human existence is that one mu& live simultaneously in 



both realms, in the body-mind, and in the spirit (Sandweiss, 1985, 

p. 88). 

Distilling body-mind and spirit into words will always be 

inherently challenging. Though such phenomena are interconnected, 

the languages used to describe them are not as "they are derived 

from the two sides of the Cartesian dichotomy and thus have no 

linking terms" (Leder, 1984, p. 39). The feat involves: 

leaping from one level of discourse to another, 

descri bing the cortical norepinephrine path ways at one 

moment, the next the beneficial effects of spiritual belief. 

(Leder, 1984, p. 39) 

Narrative provides the bridge between levels of discourse, the 

framework to underline the interconnedion of phenomena. 1 have 

come to know personal narrative as somatically embedded: 

I n  a way, my body is like the body of the earth, which 

with its mountains, valleys, river beds and uneven 

topography tells the story of its history and creation as 

surely as my body expresses the trials and creative 

changes that 1 have experienced throughout my lifetime. 

(Dychtwald, 1977, p. 19) 

1.3 Dancing the Ewperiena 

Mid reflection two years ago, a task that seemed imperative 

appeared before me: to choreograph a dance with my daughter. An 

invitation had come frorn her some time after an encounter we had 

had in the kitchen when we ran out of words for a disagreement 

and I suggested that it felt as though a dance could grow out of the 

ineffable between us. It took almost nine months. We met weekly 

at the studio where she belonged to a group of young female 



dancer/choreographers. Our dance emerged, impulse, movement, 

flow, a whole: Our story without words. It haunts her, and it 

enchants me. 

The choreography with my daughter and its performance at 

the Winchester theatre were the culmination of al1 of my research. 

They were the praxis, the merging of theoretical and practical, a 

dissertation without words. My reflection had to manifest as a 

dance, the words required to complete the process are for me 

secondary. 

My daughter Jaya is 17. She is on a darkaned stage, M i n g  the 

white light pmjected on the fibor. Then darkness. I appear sitting in the 

centre of the Ude, now she k cirdng me. Darkness. When the Iight 

cornes on again, she is nestks between my legs, the "biHhingm begins, 

the music is heard, our dance unfolds. 

And so 1 begin, not by dancing but by writing about dance, 

movernent, and embodiment. I metaphorically circle as my daughter 

did around the Iight, seeking a place to land, a form to embody so 

that the dance might unfold, so that the meaning of the story might 

be told. The goal of the process, of this narrative inquiry, is that as 

"playing, writing, speaking, drawing, or dancing unfolds, the inner, 

unconscious logic of our being begins to  show through and mould 

the material" (Nachmanovitch, 1990, p. 27). 



2.1 Movement as Perception 

The stories of my early life have been passed on to me by my 

parents, and my grandmother who was midwife at my birth. 

Carrying and birthing my two children generated equally rich stories. 

Being born and giving birth is a cycle unique to women. 1 first knew 

my children through their movement, and they Rrst knew me 

through mine. 

What do 1 mean when 1 use the word movement? Hutchison 

(1954) offers a succinct definition: hurnan body movement is the 

result of the release of energy through muscular response to an 

inner or outer stimulus (p. 10). A movernent posture is the end pose 

arrived a t  following a full body movement shift; postures are like 

rnovement punctuations. A gesture is created by movement in part 

or parts of the body (Lamb, 1965, p. 6). 

The outer stimuli to  movement are easily observable. Even 

before my birth, sirnply putting pressure on my mother's abdomen 

resulted in my responding by moving. The inner stimulus on the 

other hand is what Laban referred to as the "inner effort", whkh he 

daims has the quality of sensation (Laban, 1963, p. 26-27). This 

description reflects my experience. In other words, "the release of 

energy through muscular response" in Hutchison's definition has a 

sensory component. It is the root of our ability to  sense ourselves. 

Movement is the first perception, before touch, taste, smell, 

hearing and vision. The first of the foetus' crania l nerves to  

myelinate is the vestibular/cochlear newe, which reg isters 

movement and position in space (Steinman, 1986, p. 11). To the 



foetus floating within the womb, the development of the senses 

and the perceptions are not separate from the development of 

movement. In the beginning, before we emerge from arnniotic 

waters, movernent is perception. 

Traditionally, sensory and perceptual processes have been 

categorised as stimulus or incoming information, and motor 

processes as response or outward action. The alternative approach 

"recognizes that both the input and output aspects of the 

stimulus/response loop have both motor, and perceptual activity." 

(Cohen, 1993, p. 114). The sensorimotor stage conceptualised by 

Piaget (1977, p. 162) is a simultaneous sensing-moving way of 

knowing the world inside and outside of the womb, inside and 

outside of our skin. 

Hartley (1995) proposes that very early experïences are 

"stored" in the body as energetic blocks and physical sensations, 

and that awareness of these may be evoked at moments in later 

life in which some associative connection with the original 

experience arises (p. 17). This explains my earliest memory, evoked 

by the photo of a mitten. It is my first memory of the "1" in "1 am", a 

notion hinged on physical boundaries. 

2.2 Body as Discmte Category 

Ever since I wn remember, I remember my body moving. I 

remember the clothing touching my skln; layers on layers restricting 

my movement. That was the Mt time I wote a snowsuit. I was two 

years old and my famil)r had just  immrigtated from what was then wlkd 

British Guiana. Bundling up meant movlng dHerently and that was 

more fomign to me than the sttange white powder my mother was so 

delighted by. Those mbbery red mittens with the knïtted cul% were 



interesting to suc& on when damp but not as intnguing as the way my 

hand moved with al1 of the fingem together and the thumb wiggljng 

alone. 

This is my earliest mernory. It was catalyzed by a visual image: 

1 had had my first child and was looking at black and white photos 

of myself in an old album. First 1 remembered that the m i te  were 

red, then that the material that they were made of had an unusual 

smell, then how the knitted wristband felt on my skin, then that my 

child's eyes were looking at  the mitt, at my hand. 1 remember the 

feeling of moving my hand, of being in my body as it was when 1 

was much much smaller. 1 remember the inner impulse to reach 

outward and the blunting of the reach by the mitten. 

Though evoked by a visual image, my memory is not a 

visualization but a "somatization" (Cohen, 1993, p. 1), designating 

an experienced body state rather than an image of my body as the 

objectified body. With somatization, the "body is experienced from 

within, the body and mind are not separated but are experienced 

as a whole" (Cohen, 1993, p. 1). 

2.3 Awanness of Self: Proprioception 

My earliest somatized memory is of sensing myself moving, of 

proprioception. Proprioception was first proposed by Sherrington 

(1906, 1940) as the "sixth sense". It has three main sources of 

input: kinaesthetic, visceral and labyrinthine or vestibular. 

Kinaesthestic feed-back is the feeling of movement derived 

from skeletal and muscular structures; it includes the feeling of pain, 

orientation in space, the passage of time, and hythm (Steinman, 

1986, p. 11). Visceral feedback consists of miscellaneous 

impressions from interna1 organs, whereas labyrinthine or vestibular 



feedback relays our position in space via the cochlea (Steinman, 

1986, p. 11). 

Self perception at a physical level, or proprioception of one's 

body moving, is essential in the development of a sense of self and 

other, of consciousness, of the "1" in "1 am". This sense of self is not 

however simply the sum of a sequence of proprioceptive 

sensations: 

Consciousness-body knows itself to be spatially present 

in-the-world, not through a factual kinaesthetic 

perception of its parts, but through a pre-reflective 

awareness of itself as a spatially present totality. 

(Sheets, 1966, p. 22) 

Levin (1985) enlarges on pre-reflective awareness as "The Body's 

Recollection of Being". The logos of the phenomenon is that we 

have a pre-reflective, pre-conceptual relatedness-to-8eing, an 

attunement we have always enjoyed, a forerunner to refiection on 

pre-given relatedness and the rudimentary understanding it 

involves (Levin, 1985, p. 12). While a child's experience of 

immediacy and oneness lies before the experience of alienation and 

subject-object split, the enlightenment experience lies after it 

(Suzuki, Fromm, and De Martino, 1963, p. 134-135). 

My body's recollection of Being is an echo of my pre-verbal 

knowing, pre-refiective and pre-conceptual: 

'1 move,' is the clear knowledge that 1, personally, am 

moving. The opposite of this is the sudden and 

astonishing moment when '1 am moved'. It is a moment 

when the ego gives up control, stops choosing, stops 

exeRing demands, allowing the Self to  take over moving 

the physical body as it will. It is a moment of 



unpremeditated surrender ... (Whitehouse, 1979, p. 4) 

The capital "S" self is beyond the individuated ego of my body 

moving; it is the "totality of aliveness" (Whitehouse, 1979, p. 54). 

Experiencing "being moved" by Self began for me by valuing 

small "s" self, as a propriocepted discrete category. The 

simultaneous effect of rny discovery of self was my discovery of 

other, other as movement and form perceived outside of my own 

body, the observed other. From this apparent dichotomy, lifelong 

questions emerged; in retrospect 1 know that these questions were 

about the problem of Reality: 

If the aim of existence is Self-Realization and if this is 

identical with God-Realization, then the connecting link 

that makes them one and the same is to be found in the 

word "Reality". If al1 were equally real, realization would 

have no meaning. I f  all is not equally real, then 

realization means the process of transformation that 

leads from unreality or imperfect reality towards Reality 

in the fullest sense. (Bennett, 1964) 

2.4 Pivotai Questions 

The fimt time that I recognised that I had k e n  doing something 

ditferently, that "my malityu mwht not ôe identkal to that of others, 

was when I was 8 and I got eyeglasses for neanightedness. AI1 of a 

sudden, the outlines between objects grew very sharp. Trees ended 

abruptiy at the m e  of their leaves instead of softly transitioning into 

sky or bush or buiMing. The sides and corners of desks and chairs in 

my classroom poked into the sumunding space. Freckles jumped out 

on my face, islands in pak skin. The w o M  boked a bit like my colouring 

books and school mapping assignments with their drarnatït divisions of 



objects, camfuilly outlined in coloured pencil and then shaded in. 

With glasses, 1 could see facial features at a distance for the 

first time. That was where the notion of imperfect reality surfaced. 1 

had always recognised people by the way they moved, not by 

details of their facial features. 1 remember finding the change quite 

alarming at  first, as though people came at  me more quicWy than 1 

could absorb. Then 1 developed a technique for body scanning with 

my peripheral vision so that 1 could take in the whole person while 

looking at, but not focusing on, the face. This seerned to balance 

the  two ways of seeing. 

W e  al1 have memories of pivotal points in Our lives when 

"reality" preceding an event is different than "reality" following L. 

This was one of mine. Two things changed in my subjective reality 

forever. First, 1 was struck with how my perception of the world was 

not universally shared. 1 had known that one could be blind, but it 

had not sunk in that one could have a range of visual perceptions. 

Because trying on someone else's glasses had always blurred my 

vision, the notion that my vision was "right" had been reinforced: 1 

had assumed that glasses corrected the sight of others so that it 

mimicked mine. Henceforth, I began to suspect that my view of 

reality was skewed or limited. Hadn't 1 heard that eagles saw better 

than humans, that dogs had hypersensitivity to smell? In  my child's 

mind 1 hypothesized that each human and sentient being might 

have a unique way of perceiving the world. Why? Who was right? 

Was anyone? 

The second change in my subjective reality involved 

wondering if because 1 could tell people apart by the way they 

moved, their movement was as unique as their fingerprint 

(something the newspapers were buuing about at the tirne). 1 was 



fascinated by the different rhythms people kept, the way parts of 

their bodies seemed alive and other parts asleep, the way some 

seemed to fiIl huge amounts of space and others almost none. how 

some skipped and others dragged.. . The contrast between 

television penonality Ed Sullivan's rigid body and Red Skeleton's 

plastic one, two moving forms delivered to my living room via the 

new media of television, was a puzzle 1 walked with daily. 

I n  retrosped, this is where rny reflection research really 

began. The questions are key throughout my inquiry, throughout my 

life. Quite magically. a new body of knowledge appeared on my 

horizon at the same time that these questions presented 

themselves: 1 began my study of dance, which continues to this 

day. My understanding of reality became inextricably linked ta my 

experience of dance. What started as delight in dancing, then 

dancing with others, evolved to the boundless joy of "being danced 

by Other" (Chodorow,l991, p. 126). The stepping stones along the 

way were dance forms; forms provided platforms for transformation. 

2.5 Dance as a Semiotic System and Tranrloimrtional Twl 

Ballet, tap, jan, acmbabirs, French Canadian folk dance, I couMnt 

get enough. I walked kng distances to classes passing sprawling 

suburban development on the way to my Mecca, the dane  studio. 

Finaliy I had a m e d  somewhere that explkitly mognised my 

embodiment as something to attend to. Bending in half backwards or 

splitting my legs apart pmvided rid, ne w pmprioceptlons. Moving like 

the wind, a horse or a wncan danœr wen? experiments in 

transformation. 

La ban (1971) defines dance as "stylised playR (p. 17). That is 

how dance felt to me from the beginning. Dance formally introduced 



me to my body. 1 imitated new and novel locomotions, found 

muscles 1 didn't know 1 had, played with communicating through 

moving a shoulder, an elbow, a hip. 1 discovered the 

transformational power of dance, when my body rode the rhythms 

of the music in an altered state of reality. Hanna (1987) captures 

dance's potential: "With its hedonic and cognitive coupling, dance 

has the power to create a second world, one of virtual time and 

space" (p. 126). 

Recently, we took a Japanese boarder into Our home. After 

going to great lengths to define a word for her that she said there 

was no equivalent for in Japanese, 1 comrnented that one of the 

things that I enjoyed about learning new languages was that it 

introduced me to new ideas. She replied that this was not what had 

happened with this "new" word 1 had taught her; she had always 

had the idea and understanding, just not a word for it. With dance, 

I felt as though 1 had found a whole language that allowed me to  

Say what 1 had always known: "for some, dance is the most 

irnmediate, powerful way to give fonn to  unconscious contents" 

(Chodorow, 1999, p. 268). 1 felt most alive and open when 1 

danced. Dance tugged at something deep inside of me. But dance 

occupied only a small part of my time; most of my day was spent in 

school. 

2.6 Expeetations, Movement and School 

Atter standing Co recite prayers at my elernentary school, bodies 

were slotted neatfy into wooden desks that sometimes bit your fingers 

if you let their lids dmp too quickly. Holding a pend1 "correctly" was an 

exotic experience and drkovering the flow of cursive handwnting (we 

were spared bbcù ietters), where movements kît enwded tracks on 



paper was Iike explonng a jungle, oompkte with tiges jumping out at 

you in the f o m  of raps on the knuckles with a d e r  if you stayed off 

the path. Much of schooling seemed to be about imposing order on my 

movements, or at least defining a structure that 1 trusted was 

intended for my greater go& 

Each day, our whole school (we were al1 girk) lined up in the 

school yard before entering the building. White cnspy shirts, bbck 

tunics with bi@ box pleats and legs hanging below blanketed the school 

yard in a checkerboard quilt. We sang "Oh Canada",hich in French is 

about knowing how to bear the sword and the cross in defense of our 

homes and rights. I imagined myself thmshing wiMljr on a battlefeM 

like Joan of Am. But I didnt move a hair. When the lines wem straight 

enough, they wouM slide into the building, Iike an unbmken Stream of 

ants entering an anthill. 

Being part of a huge group moving in synchrony places much 

emphasis on conformity in the most literal sense. The one who 

deviates is the one who is noticed. Depending on the 

circumstances, this can be a positive or a negative experience. My 

role in the school yard was essential in maintaining an external 

form. My movements were reflected by everyone around me like in 

synchronised swimming, olympic stadium choreography, military 

parades and prison marches. It might have been a satisfying 

experience if it had not been so rote, routine, and rnandatory. The 

sharpest contrast between moving as group in my dance class and 

moving with my school was that 1 could put my whole self into the 

former whereas the latter required the opposite. 

Later, 1 blended understandings gleaned from school yard and 

dance class group movements, with Laban's work on movement 

choirs (Thomton, 1971, p. 79). These he had initiated to 



counterbalance the psychological and physical impact of repetitive 

motions on assembly line factory workers during early years of the 

industrial revofution in England. 1 applied these understandings to  

my work with autistic children. Leading sessions in a gym for a 

group of 30 paired with their helpers, 1 would play music and they 

would al1 dance about the space. When the music stopped, 

everyone dropped to the floor. Like musical chairs without a toser, 

this group action was accompanied by squeals of delight. Even 

though they didn't make eye contact, the children knew what to do. 

As suggested by research in the field of interpersonal 

expectations "the mediation of expectancies depends to an 

important degree on nonverbal communication" (Archer, Rosenthal, 

Hall, DiMatteo, and Rogers, 1979). Whole group movement dictates 

expectations. In my research in an urban rnuitilingual kindergarten 

(Cameron & Kanemeyer, 1998a, 1998b), children were visibly most 

involved when R was gym or music time. None sat on the sidelines, 

looking puzzled or anxious. Without a shared verbal language, the 

children could nonetheless decode expectations. Imitation of 

movement behaviour was a strategy accessible to  all. 

Conscious use of the nonverbal channel by adults to convey 

expectations gives children a handle to grab on t o  in deciphering 

and participating in what goes on around them. "What goes on 

around" children, the contexts in which we place them as they 

discern and deveiop their sense of self and other and their working 

model of reality, is of crucial importance. 

2.7 Biosphere Meets BiWphem 

I n  our culture, the movement of cars takes priority for space 

allocation over the movement of children. I n  the West, by which 1 



mean Canada and the United States, we are rapidly developing a 

context for Our children as well as ourselves which Franklin (1999) 

refers to as the bitsphere, "an organic environment designed to be 

accessed and utilized asynchronically" (p. 155). Television sets, 

answering machines, cell phones, computers are examples of 

hardware for operations in the bitsphere. Biosphere on the other 

hand includes "al1 living creatures and their biological support 

systems", and "the physical and mental artifacts attesting to their 

presence on earth" (Franklin, 1999, p. 166). 

The ubiquitous presence of television and most currently 

computers in both homes and classrooms, has drarnatically 

imploded bitsphere into the context of "what goes on around" 

young children. This has an impact on their developing sense of self 

through their experience of embodiment. Virtually immobile in front 

of a screen, interfaced with the bitsphere, children enter into a 

"fiow" state, a media industry term characterised by inert bodied, 

slack jawed staring: the ideal state for impressing commercial needs 

on the subconscious. Thus dissociated from the biosphere, children 

are immersed in the virtual reality of the bitsphere. 

Our decisions to restrict and alter the movement of children 

are dangerously informed by the paradigm of a body and mind split. 

This is evidenced by the pervasive use of the brain-as-computer 

metaphor for human intelligence (Armstrong & Casement, 1998, 

p. 44). Wi th in  this model, the body's function is relegated to that of 

data input terminal, hardware for the bitsphere: 

... mind and brain are related, but only in the sense that 

the mind is the software program run in a piece of 

computer hardware called brain or that brain and body 

are related, but only in the sense that the former cannot 



survive without the life support of the latter. 

(Damasio, 1994, p. 248) 

The advent of easily accessible cornputer operation and 

television programming airned at increasingly younger children 

capitalises on movement's power to hold the greatest attraction for 

our attention. Beginning with newborns, movement maintains this 

lifelong status: "Motion has the strongest visual appeal t o  

attention, for ï t  implies a change in the conditions of the 

environment which may require readion" (Hanna, 1987, p. 75). 

Television and cornputers, with their moving two dimensional 

images have a definite advantage over radio for gaining the 

attention of very young children. Animated shows like "Pingu" and 

"Teletubies", that use patterned sound rather than recognisable 

words, can engage very young children's attention through 

movement and their access to nonverbai communication and 

meaning making. 

Franklin sounds a waming against substituting rather than 

supplementing biosphere with bitsphere (Franklin, 1999, p. 152). 

Croissant (1998) challenges us further to  imagine that logically, with 

our preoccupation with the development of our extensions rather 

than of Our selves, the next stage in human evolution becomes a 

human-machine synthesis, a cyborg (p. 285). Our "cyborgification" 

involves the dual process of fragmenting the human body and 

decentering subjectivities (Croissant, 1998, p. 285). Within the 

body-brain paradigm, bitsphere substitutes biosphere as context for 

self. 

2.8 The Holisüc Antidate 

The antidote to substitution of biosphere by bitsphere is a 



holistic paradigm which explicitly values body-mind, head-heart, self- 

Self interrelationships as the core of potential human development. 

The evolutionary goals become transformation and transcendence. 

This ontological position is more representative of non-Western 

philosophy (Farnell, 1995, p. 3), as demonstrated by such practices 

as yoga: 

Yoga cornes from the Sanskrit word yug, meaning yoke, 

or union. It means the unification of mind and body, self 

and others, person and environment: the whole of 

experience. (Hanna, 1998, p. 1) 

Physical postures and movements, breathing patterns and sounds 

or words are used in harmony to  facilitate the experience of unity 

with the divine. As in the practice of sacred dance within some 

cultures, "The body is experienced as having a spiritual, inner 

dimension as a channel for the descent of the power" (Wosein, 

1974, p. 9). 

The holistic paradigm intrinsically values biosphere over 

bitsphere, resisting the seductive manipulability of vimial reality. 

Holism values the gift of incarnation as a multi-layered, embodied 

experience. 

2.9 Spirit Takes Form: Dance as Tool for Transeendence 

Within my experience of education, it was the Catholic 

educational system, with al1 of its imperfections, that was 

nonetheless responsible for formalising my belief that the natural 

material world, the biosphere, has multi-layered meanings. It 

instilled values that emphasised goals that were not tangible; nuns 

and saints attested to choices outside of contemporary Western 

cultural definitions of success. 



At  my elementary school, classes wem taught by nuns. They 

were fascinating to watch coming down the hall, back lit by sunshine. 

They glided under curtains of bibck, their movement's flow rippling in 

their veils. Only a small part of their head was visible to the outsider, 

unlike the priests whose necks sat baM& above their white collars. The 

nuns, and the wornen in saris that I observed much later floating along 

dirt paths in India, were Iike appaMbns whose feet vekmeâ them to 

the gmund. Faces didn Z matter. Form, flow and the voke 3 Song were 

salient. The overall impression was ethemal. 

In my classmoms, in the space behveen the bhckboard and the 

cejljng, there was always a WUMX -to me the ultimate syrnbol of 

corporeal suffering and the choices it presents. Thete were ai30 images 

of Mav, Jesus, angels and saints, so that the eye was drawn 

"heavenwanl. We were given gilt edrged palm sized copies of these 

images on spea$l ocwsions or as rewards for work well done. There 

was always a soît haze amund the images, especialîy the angels. Light 

emanated fmm their heads creating halos. The funiness of halos 

matched the fuzziness of my presyeglass era. 

Jesus was always portrsyed with an open posture whether with 

his mother, Mary Magdakne, the apostles, on the cross, in the clouds, 

with childen at his feet. .. Sometimes his openness unveiled a byer 

below the flesh, his "Sduied tieart". 

The heart centre identified in the afiistic interpretations of 

Jesus corresponded exactly to the location of one of the centres 

from which 1 felt my inner impulse to move. During prayer or mass, 

when the sensory flood of incense and organ music catalyzed an 

inner impulse, R originated in my heart centre. 1 felt moved to move. 

My response was to want to move, to dance. 

Quakers with whom 1 presently worship use the expression of 



being "moved" as being "led or prompted by the Spirit." (Kimball & 

Holden, 1996, p. 21). My experience of these words is physical. 

Eastern philosophy speaks of chakras, energy centres in the body 

(Brennan, 1987, p. 44). These accurately map the focal points of al1 

of my impulses to move. My Catholic upbringing, Quaker worship, 

and Eastern spiritual teachings have helped me begin to  

understand and interpret my peculiar inner sensations. 

Jung wrote of a few cases of "women who did not draw 

mandalas but danced them instead" (Jung, 1929, p. 23). He referred 

to expressive body movement, as one way of expressing the 

unconscious, s e ~ i n g  a transcendent function (Jung, 1916, 

p. 72). Such is my experience of "being danced by Other" 

(Chodorow, 1991, p. 126). The genesis of rny valuing being danced 

by Other was the valuing of moving, dancing with another. 

2.10 Dancing With Another: Addescent Duets and Deep Meaning 

DiScovering Vygotsky (1978, 1985, 1987) in graduate school 

contributed to my understanding of the social construction of 

knowledge. It has been argued that in the interpretation of 

Vygotsky's work, overemphasis has been placed on the teacher 

student relationship rather than peer interactions (Bryan, 1996). 

From toddlers to teens we CO-construct Our understanding of the 

world with Our peers. 

Gidfriends. We couM never be too physiwlly close when telling 

secrets or having skep-overs. Cheek to cheek, heads ôobbing in 

synchmn y, rolling wjth laughter, rolling in the grass, wrestlïng, skipping 

rope.. . sensuality wîthout sexuality. An i n d i b k  excitement at finding 

another embodiment to teflect yours. 

M y  first memory of t e r m  came fmm an encounter with a gid 



from school. The details are bluneû but I rememôer a kn#e and a 

threat. Fear is a direct result of embodiment, fear of bodiïy hann. The 

body-mind whole renders fesr of harm a psychosomatic experience. 

At 12, in the throws of an eady adolescence, our famity moved to 

Toronto from Montmal. It was a nightmare as I t . d  to tedefine my 

identity in a new environment. Compounding pmbkms was my enty, 

at age 12, into grade IO because of dinenng pmvincïl curriculums and 

an earw start in grade one. My fu/w mature body was a passport into 

an adolescent identity very m t e d  in physical appeaance and 

attributes. 

The onb French Catnolk school in Tomnto at the time that we 

moved hem was ior both sexes, a necessity because of the small 

Francophone population. Students wete of a bmad socio-ewnomic mir, 

something I had not k e n  erposed to in my elementary school. Most of 

the boys came fmrn Cabbagetown and the Beaches, then blue colbr 

ghettos. The gids were from a wHer range of backgmunds, generally 

encouraged to maintain French for the goal of social mobility. The 

adolescent boys mocked the teaching nuns, framing them as losers 

who couldn Y attract men anyway. With onïy 11 students in most 

classes, the student comrnunity was very tight &nit and predominantly 

rebellious. 

Efforts at contmlling student rnovement in high school were not 

successful, the way they had been in my elementary school. The boys 

used the fumiture like a jungle gym. The girl3 rebellbn took less 

boistemus forms such as hiking up u n ~ o m  skirts above regubtion 

length. Sexuality imbued most interactions between p e r s  of opposite 

sex. 

Dance at school was never albwed. One &y we were toid that we 

couM prepare whatever we wanted for a talent show. My best Mend 



Donna and 1 woked up a dance. fler father was fmm Jamaiw, my 

south American neighbour. Donna rode horses and was the school 

track and field star. We shared a natural afinlty with one another and 

in no time at al1 we ptvduced a dance, as if one had been just waiting 

around the corner for us to bump into. Then? was a lot of shaking in 

the dance oit was the era of go- dancers and rock starr. We designed 

costumes that had yards and yards of white fnnge. The nuns wem not 

impressed and our dance was censored out of existence. 

All of adolescence could be characterised as a dance: we get 

new bodies, we are on a new stage, we want new costumes, we 

are interested in partnering for perhaps the first tirne, we are 

learning new steps to be able to interact. 

My dance with Donna was a full blown celebration of our 

female adolescent energy. The process of creating it was more 

important than the potential performance, a point o f  importance for 

dance educators. The dance was affirmation of a shared nonverbal 

understanding of what was storming around inside of us. We 

poured more effort and meaning into it than any essay we wrote or 

report we regurgitated. It was us dancing us. 

2.1 1 Black Body in a White Chonis Une 
After our chorieogtaphy, Donna and I were twlnned, dreming the 

same, trying to tame our hair into the same do's, using the same lingo. 

After our dance, Donna began teiling me stories of how it was to have a 

body like hers: a bbck body. She toM me how on the subway an oM 

woman had told her she should not Wear "white people8 clothes" (she 

had been wearing our favourite twin "granny gown 3. She recounted 

how her fàmiiy had been tumed away from renting a townhouse when 

her dad who was b k k  went to a vièwing aRer her stepmother who 



was white had resetved the unit. She saM that some peopk didnt like 

her dad and her Ming at the f m  whem they rented horses because 

they were b k k  One day we shared a soggy Kleenex because someone 

had spit on her and wlkd her "n@ger" on her way to school. 

Sometimes, you need the big picture to undentand the little 

picture. I did not understand why people treated Donna's body so 

differently than mine. 1 knew the word "racism" but 1 didn't know 

how people could grow that way. 

Donna was my first "informant" in learning about difference, 

intimate details about another outside of my own family. Knowing 

her imploded issues that seemed to hinge on what a person looked 

like on the surface, on skin colour rather than the energies manifest 

through their movement. The questions raised spiral through my 

inquiry, collecting layers along the way from questions about 

identity, culture, language, and power relations, as articulated so 

well by Cummins (1996). Dancing with another had opened me to  

seeking the teachings of others. 



Chaptcr 3 

The Teadmingr of Others 

3.1 Early Colkborative Vaciturcs with Children 

When I was 14,1 tmnsferred to a high school for Anglophones in 

my neighbourhood. I danceâ in the pmductikm of Oklahoma. Norbert 

Kra#, a now famous classiwl guRarist, was in many of my classes. I 

imagined a kindredship witl> him: he seemed to Iive in a world of music, 

and I in a world of dance. 

I was made a tescher's assistant at the dance studio where I 

studied. 1 expected to teach my own ballet class the following year. One 

day a guidance counsellor fmm the local elementary school addmssed 

the student b&y in the auditorium. Coming to recmit "Big Brothers", 

he had not considered the ha# of the audience that would be femak. 

Appmching him attemards ta enquire about a "Bq Sisters" option, he 

suggested that I might be interested in volunteering for the aRer 

school pmgram at Fenside Elementary, his school. 

Clara Will was a teacher at  Fenside when 1 started to run 

dance classes for the "latchkey" kids that were parachuted from 

downtown into suburban Ontario Housing subsidised complexes. 

Tangential contact with her in the sixties evolved into professional 

contact in the seventies. Fenside was the breeding ground for the 

ideas she brought forth when she founded Adventure Place, a 

mavenck treatment centre for emotionally disturbed children. Always 

a trailblazer, Clara Will has moved fomard in her Adventure Place 

adventure. Beginning by inviting staff to bring their own children for 

care at  the centre, she proceeded to forge alliances with day care 

centres and schools, educating towards inclusion. 

The contrast between the ballet classes for well-to-do white 



suburbanites and the creative dance classes that 1 was inventing, 

for Fenside's ethnically mixed kids ftom the inner dty, necessitated a 

conscious decision: dance as externally determined hm, or dance 

as expressive of intemal process. The classical syllabus that 1 had 

been trained in did not meet the energy or movement impulses of 

my students. There was no turning back once the Pandora's box of 

movement exploration was opened. 

A major shift in my approach to teaching occumed at Fenside: 1 

moved fmm a transmissive model (Miller & Seller, 1990) where 1 was 

the expert responsible for transmitting my knowledge, to the 

transadive model as championed by Dewey (Lawson & Lean, 1964). 

Interaction and communication are essential components of the 

latter. As the children that 1 taught at Fenside were not much 

younger than 1, O u r  journey together was one of collaborative 

exploration, with my 6 years of training in dance technique as the 

backbone. My students and 1 CO-choreographed to themes based 

on conflicts and celebrations in Our lives, we took turns inventing 

warm-up exercises, we used the medium of rnovement as though 

we too had had dances waiting around the corner for us to bump 

into. 

My class of thirty students was such a success that the 

guidance counsellor somehow produced funding for me to continue 

through the surnmer as a Saturday program. He continued the 

miracle of manifesting funds through several of my years at  

University. We had field trips to Queens and High Parks, dancing 

through the subway in outfits we had tie-dyed ourselves and 

distributing flowers. Flower power expressed literally. We never 

performed on a stage but we were always using movement as a 

creative and semiotic medium. Like the couple dancing their 



goodbyes at  the airport in the film "The Tango Lesson" (Potter, 

1997), we met, interacted, and parted dancing our meanings. 

i danced with my group until they had graduated ftom 

Fenside. 1 had graduated from looking at movement from the 

outside in and into consciously, deiiberately, experiencing R fmm the 

inside out. 

3.2 Master Teaaiings; the k u l  Shines Through 

At  16,1 left home, or rather my parents moved to Nova Scotia. 

It seemed a natural break in our living together as a family. 1 

decided to  take a year off school, staying in Toronto to find my way 

in the world. Ironically, my job for the year was as bibliographie 

searcher at  the Ontario lnstitute for Studies in Education, a position 

secured solely because of my fiuency in French. We  were housed 

across from the Colonnade and the library staff had a bit of a 

parade moving into the "new" building that 1 am now in, typing my 

reflection. It is most Strange to remember my teenage body housed 

several floors below, so many years ago. Teenage bodies are as we 

al1 know almost a different species. Mine was immersed in exploring 

the territory through dance. Two fonns matched my energies: ballet 

and flamenco. 

My ballet teacher was Boris Volkoff, an ancient Russian who 

was the "moody, irascible godfather of Canadian ballet" (Oxenham 

& Crabb, 1977, p. 13). Age had shortened his height but not his 

stature. He had trained Melissa Hadyn, a prima ballerina with the 

New York City Ballet and he told me that 1 could be as great. He 

offered me private lessons, a rare honour. Using his cane to tap a 

rhythm on the floor, he would take me through endless repetitions 

of pliés, and tendus, which he said were the basis for great leaps 



and lep extensions. But these were not drills. What he encouraged, 

invited, celebrated, was when 1 went beyond the mechanics and 

put my whole self into the smallest movement. A t  those moments 1 

felt as though energy passed through me, not restricted by the 

walls of my body. Volkoff knew much about dancing from the inside 

out. The flamencos have a word for this: duende. Duende is the 

sou1 shining through the dance. 

Flamenco was a perfect vehick for channelling my adolescent 

energies. I ts  angst is palpdbk. I ts women am powerful and sexual. I 

didn't understand the song of the fllamencos but the lament made my 

body ache. I perfonned on many stages with Paula Moreno's flamenco 

Company. With a new Spanish sounding stage name, fonn-fMing 

costumes with huge ruffles, wstanets, fans, sha wls and slicked bac& 

haïr, my outward trsnsformation was compIete. Some evenings, aîter 

performing, we gathered until near da wn in the lower kvel of Yoso's 

café on Yorkvlk avenue, then Tomnto's hippie encbve. Spanish 

dancers, poets, guitaris&, cantadores made a tight intense ÙrcAe. Each 

gesture, each bmaüi, each note had meaning. 

Dewey's (1985) words frame my experience well: 

There is no limit to the capacity of immediate sensuous 

experience to absorb into itself meanings and values 

that, in and of themselves. .. would be designated 'ideal' 

and 'spiritual'. (as quoted in Levin, p. 208) 

3.3 From Danœ Classes to Dance Therapy 

I n  1969, York University founded a dance program, still rare in 

Canada. My broadening understanding of the power of movement 

necessitated the inclusion of personal goals beyond the stage, 

something a university context would address. Telling Volkoff of my 



decision was a sad moment. 

By comparison to VolkoWs instruction, the ballet training at  

York was very diluted with the exception of Grant Strate's unique 

classes, fuelled by his passionate choice of dance over his 

background as a lawyer. In  his history of dance course, he 

challenged us to define dance, we never did. This was the parallel 

of John Cage's challenge to the music world. Anthony Tudor of the 

American Ballet Theatre guest taught briefly and Veronica Tennant, 

principal dancer with Canada's National Ballet Company, joined us 

for his classes. Veronica embodied the constant act of will required 

of a ballet dancer, ballet being a movement form that includes no 

natural movements. 

In  my second year 1 transferred to majonng in modern dance, 

Martha Graham's revolutionary confrontation of ballet's 

anti-gravitational aesthetic. Barefoot, earth bound, arrns and legs 

following the expansions and contractions of the torso, her 

rnovement vocabulary has made a permanent imprint on Western 

dance. Unfortunately, the Graham technique was delivered to us by 

a teacher rumoured to have been a sergeant in the Israeli army. 

This rumour matched her teaching style: exercises were formatted 

like drills, we were bellowed at, and insulted by her if we did not 

push ourselves to overexertion. Tears from fellow students were 

cornmon in the dressing room following her classes. 

Musical instruction can involve emotional and verbal abuse by 

teachers (Cameron & Bartel, 1998). The same can be said about 

dance training. Damaged egos are as pervasive in the realm of 

professional dance as darnaged knees and eating disorders. I t  has 

to do with the outside in perspective of performance when 

unchecked by the inside out perspective of process. 



Also, in second year, 1 began studying dance therapy. York 

University offered the only undergraduate opportunity to do so in 

North America. Juliana Lau, its founder, introduced me to the 

domains of Freud, Jung, Perls, Moreno, Skinner and so many others. 

W e  applied our understanding to working with children in regular 

classrooms in our initial year, special needs children in Our second, 

and adults in psychiatrie institutions in Our third. We initiated and 

ran a children's summer camp using an inclusive, arts based model. 

As with my discovery of dance, dance therapy appeared as a 

new body of knowledge on my horizon, lending form to amorphous 

reflections. Dance therapy reflected, formed, and informed my 

evolving understanding of movement. It articulated the notion of 

potential healing and transformation within the experience of 

movement. 

Dance therapy is also referred to as dance/movement therapy 

to emphasize attention to the client's natural movement repertoire 

as opposed to dance training for performance. It involves the active 

use of dance as a psychotherapeutic modality and is founded on the 

premise of mind and body as a gestalt, in which change in one 

domain produces corollary change in the other (Berrol, 1992, p. 19). 

The underlying construct is that "human reception, processing and 

response inextricably link the mind and body into a functional 

whole" (Att, 1988, p. 278), allowing for psychotherapeutic 

intervention through verbal and or nonverbal channels. 

The American Dance Therapy Association was organized by a 

small group of dancers in 1966. Through direct personal experience 

with the power of dance, they had each come to recognize its 

potential beyond the stage and social dance fioor. As with Marian 

Chace, one of the profession's most farnous pioneers (Sandel, 



Chaiklin, and Lohn, 1993; Chaiklin, 1975), al1 of dance therapy's 

founders had trained and performed as dancers. Like myself, they 

had evolved to an appreciation of the psychotherapeutic use of 

rnovement as a process that furthers the emotional, cognitive, 

physical, and social integration of the individual (Govine & 

Smallwood, 1973, p. 2). Some dance therapists also bore witness to 

using movement for change, healing and growth in the spiritual 

dimension (Caldwell, 1996; Chodorow, 1991; Koren, 1992; Pallaro, 

1999). 

The common journey from "dance to dance therapy" 

(Chodorow, 1991, p. 11) that 1 share with dance therapy's 

founders, was most commonly precipitated by circumstance pairing 

a dancer with an atypical population. Chace's work in the 1940's 

and 50's was at a psychiatric hospital in Washington D.C., "prior to  

the use of tranquilizers and other drug therapies" (Sandel e t  al., 

1993, p. 77); it included dance with male forensic patients. 

Chodorow (1991), another luminary in the world of dance therapy, 

was invited by a social worker to dance with autistic children at the 

Los Angeles City General Hospital ( p. 13). As for myself, I was 

drawn in by children from outside the culture and socio-economic 

strata of my neighbourhood and went on to dance with autistic and 

emotionally troubled youth. 

1 would suggest that because the medium of dance requires 

acknowledging the physical presence of another, it is for children 

and some adults a more immediate way of conneding than through 

language.The accessibility of dance for communication, expression, 

reflection, and catharsis, when shared by dancers whose own lives 

are deeply affected by the experience of dancing has made dance 

therapy an approach accepted within extremely diverse populations 



around the globe (Japan Dance Therapy Association, 1999). 

It was dance therapy that opened the way for me to explore 

the depth and breadth of dance's power: 

Dance can reflect and validate social organization. It can 

serve as a vehicle of secular or religious expression; as 

a social diversion or recreational activity, as a 

psychological outlet and release; as a statement of 

aesthetic values or an aesthetic value in itself ... Dance 

can serve an educational purpose, in an inliation rite, by 

acting out transformation through which an individual 

will eventually pass; it can be used to embody the 

supernatural ... Dance goes back many thousands of 

yea a... I n  fact, of al1 the human activities depicted in the 

caves, dancing is the mort pmminent, right after 

hunting ... 
(Gardner, 1993, p. 222-223) 

Though dance therapists' clinical practices can be framed by as 

many theoretical paradigms as more traditional verbal therapies, al1 

dance therapists share an intrinsic valuing of the body's ways of 

knowing. Juliana Lau's dance therapy students at York did not need 

convincing of the power of movement; we knew it in our lives. We 

explored and experimented with movement as process towards 

transformation. 

3.4 Meeting Thmugh Movement 

1 am still amazed at how particularly receptive young children 

are to dance, to the invitation to remove their shoes and play with 

movement in an open space. Uke Our class of dance therapy 

students, they also intrinsically value the power of movement. 



Dance therapy allows you to meet someone without words, the way 

preverbal children always do. 

In my final year as a York University student, 1 interned a t  the 

Clarke Institute of Psychiatry in Toronto. I was anxious before 

beginning because my previous experience was primarily with 

children. Once we began dancing however my anxiety evaporated: 

the issues manifest through the client's movernents were of the 

same nature as the children's. They too wanted to trust and be 

trusted, love and be loved, listen and be heard. 

I remember vivM!y that on my first visit to a bcked ward at the 

Clarke, a femak patient asked pointedly if we would be doing any yoga, 

because someone had corne to teach them yoga and she hated al1 the 

sitting still. 

This scenario illustrated for me the difference between other 

movement approaches and dance therapy. I n  dance therapy, the 

therapist uses the rnovement vocabulary of the client as the basis 

for esta blishing a connection whereas in structured forms of 

movement, teachings are conveyed through established forms. 

Fear was one emotion that was often expressed by clients 

during dance therapy sessions at the Clarke. Their interna1 fears 

generated dances about the fear of bodily harm, of physical pain. 

Through Our Western media we are bombarded by infinite images of 

the possibility of physical pain inflicted through acts of violence. The 

range of modeled responses however is narrow: anger, suffering, 

revenge, victimisation, dissociation. When Nelson Mandela was 

released after decades of barbaric prison confinement in South 

Afi-ica, he modeled alternatives: forgiveness, transformation, and 

transcendence. 



4.1 Transcendance and Anna Hilprin's Trance Dance 

Transcendence is the explicit goal of spiritual developrnent. It 

is non-dualistic, "transcending al1 boundaries, to  achieve a unity 

without any separation or limitation." (Sandweiss, 1985, p. 61). 

Ironically, we seem to need a sense of self as prerequisite of a 

sense of Self, the transcendent experience of unity. We need a 

body, "...the favouring of a local apotheosis in the vast field of 

Being", (Levin, 1985, p. 68) to  know Being. 

Our Western culture has borrowed, from the East and from 

Native cultures, practices that actively acknowledge the body as a 

transformational, transcendental vehicle; sweat lodges, yoga, 

trance dance are examples. My first formal exposure to dance as a 

mind altering, mind annihilating experience, as a vehicle for 

transformation and transcendence was through trance dance. A t  a 

dance therapy conference in New York in 1974, Anna Halprin lead a 

group trance dance in the ballroom. Anna Halprin had burst ont0 the 

stages of avant-garde dance and theatre in 1950 (Halprin, 1995, 

p. 5). She remains a contraversial figure. Her exploration of the 

depths and power of movement has earned her a reputation that 

ranges from visionary to madwoman, depending on what paradigm 

you subscribe to. Nonetheless, in 1997 she received a Lifetirne 

Achievement Award in modem dance from the American Dance 

Festival. 

I n  the conference ballroom, to the dmne of drums Anna kad us 

to a state where whirlng bodies plunged through space in fienzied 



motion. A young woman dmpped to the flbar, Anna knelt beside her 

and waited, 

One of the stated purposes of the trance dance in Halprin's 

workshop outline was: "...to get in touch with the divine essence of 

self-universe" (Halprin, 1974). What was unmistakable in New York 

was that Anna knew of the potential of movement beyond the 

emotional and behavioral goals my dance therapy training had 

articulated: 

The wonderful thing about Anna is that she is a master 

guide, a tracker of the soul, willing to take these 

expeditions with us. As a dancer, schooled in forrn, she 

could have corne up with exercises, or a set of 

movements to  unlock O u r  energy. But Anna saw healing 

as a journey into Our own inner being; her goal was t o  

unlock our personal knowledge, the rhythm and 

rnovement inside each of us... Her work is like a fine 

dance between our unrecognized needs, our body 

wisdom and our resistance. (Halprin, 1997, p. 8-9) 

The writer of this quote was a cancer suivivor and director of client 

services for a cancer supporL and education centre in Califomia. As 

workshop leader, Anna was her guide, having herself survived 

cancer, 

I followed Anna to Calhrnia that summer in the seventies. 70 

my delight, the young woman who had ente& into a trance in New 

York was also there and so I had the opportunity to ask her about her 

experience. She saM that the trance had taken her back to the moment 

she was drivng her car years befwe and had corne ont0 a deer frozen 

in ber headkghts. First she was the driver, then the headlight-llke 

ballroom chandelier &zed her, then she was the de- then al1 divisions 



disappeated. 

Mythic is the word that comes to mind in reflecting on my 

summer of dance with Anna and the San Francisco Dancers' 

Workshop facilitators. We danced on clifk, in forests of ancient 

redwood trees, on wave battered sand, in the valley of concrete 

highrises of the inner city core. We created and performed 'scores': 

"Scores are to process what design is to form. They are the 'design' 

of the process of collective creativity" (Halprin, Burns, Halprin, and 

Baum,1974, p. 70). 

One day on the beach at Sea Ranch, a coastal community where 

our workshop grvup Ilved ior a week, a dance emeqed in which 

seaweed, d m & ,  a n d  and Stone wete used to support the 

representation of male and femak amhetypes. When we danced 

ntualistiwlly away fmm the structure we had bu&, a d e r  came out of 

the thicket by the shore, walkeû arnongst the pieces, and retumed to 

the woods. It  was as if& had joined the score, the extemal form of the 

image evoked in the ballmom ttance months edtîrier. 

My experience of rnovement was forever altered by Anna's 

philosophy that al1 of life is a dance. From her 1 also learnt of the 

impact of environment on the range of rnovements we use and 

through her 1 became more aware of  the movements of groups as a 

whole in a shared locality. The transformational and transcendent 

powers of movement had been made explicit. What profoundly 

affected my work was the experience of consciously exploring reality 

as part of a collective venture, something children do naturally. 

"Children's dance is avant garde.. ." said Anna (Halprin, 1974, 

p. l), whose own granddaughter danced with us in California. 

Although it is absent in many adults, somatic communicative 

involvement in children seems universal (Gardner, 1973, p. 153). 1 



saw my dance with children as a collaborative creative process from 

which I could learn enormously. 

4.2 Children's Symbolk Danœs 

"Jackie Morrison!!!" was the surprised greeting that wekomed 

me when 1 arrived in the basement that was the site of fkdping 

Adventure Plaae. It was 1974. Chta Will had tmnsplanted a are of 

teachers from Fenside Elementary School along with Gledy, the frkndly 

secretary who mognised me. C&ra crwted what Is now a well known 

pmgrarn serving the needs of chiMren under the age of 7 with 

emotionaJ and behavrnl dinwfiiès. I was on-site to appw for a job 

upon graduating from York University. 

Halfway through my visit to Adventure P&œ, C h n  decrbred "O.K. 

lackie, now you do something with the children*. On the cleared wrpet, 

without prepatation, I kd a dance therepy session using voice and Song 

to support our movements. I never cease to be amazed at how easy it 

is to involve chiMren in movement bas& expbrathn. I was hi&. 

Once 1 began practising professionally as a dance therapist a t  

various treatment centres, 1 was afforded intense relationships with 

children. Each of the children that 1 danced with taught me 

something through their movement, their physical way of being. 1 

remember almost no words in association with their teachings and 

yet their being manifest through their physical presence and 

movement, had an indelible impact on my life. The following 

sketches highlight some of what 1 learnt. 

From Sherry 

The first child that 1 worked with, as a teacher-therapist a t  

Adventure Place, was a 3 year old girl. She had been severely 



neglected by an alcoholic mother and was in foster care. When she 

came into treatment, she would make animal sounds because she 

had spent most of her time alone in a playpen with cats and dogs 

coming in and out of the room. 

1 worked with Sherry on learning how to speak but our 

connedion was established, Our relationship cemented by my 

acknowledging, accepting and redirectiing her forceful movement 

statements. Sherry was angry and that came out through hitting, 

scratching, kicking. After several months, she one day reached for 

my hand to help her climb the stairs. Sherry's hand, and through A 

her statement of trust, was one of the most beautiful gifts 1 have 

ever received. From her I learnt of the irrepressible impulse to Iive, 

to grow, to heal, to be whole. 

From Louisa 

Louisa was a four year old who had been in foster care since 

a few months after her birth. She had great difficulty learning 

language and the speech therapist had trained me to do some 

exercises with her to support speech acquisition. These were 

repetitious by nature and Louisa quickly bored of them. Enlarging on 

the sounds by adding movement turned routine into play. 

Louisa's limited speech was mirrored by her limited movement 

vocabulary and her difficulty with fine and gross motor tasks. Her 

dances were jerky except when I carried her and gravity did not 

interfere. As it was suspected that she would need considerable 

educational support, her placement with the foster family was 

examined in regards to the resources the foster parents might 

contri bute. 

Adventure Place had the unusual policy of allowing teacher- 



therapists to accompany social workers visiting families in their own 

homes. Therefore, 1 was able to observe Louisa interacting with her 

foster parents in their home. Based on the social work analysis, 

Louisa would be better placed elsewhere: her parents were not 

verbally articulate, there were no siblings in the home, her foster 

mother's educational level was low and as a trucker her father was 

often out of town. 

Analysis of the movement interactions between family 

members provided different data. Affection and care between 

Louisa and her parents were physically demonstrated. She moved 

off and on of her dad's lap several times through our conversation, 

trusting that a supporting a m  would enfold her. Her rnother stroked 

her hair as she leaned into her on the couch. Louisa was a happy, 

loved child whose foster parents had managed to raise thus far, 

without any outside help. They had been responsive to her 

nonverbal cues, meeting her needs to her satisfaction. They 

physically enfolded her in a most gentle loving way. From Louisa 1 

learnt what love can look like, without language. 

From Geremy 

Geremy was three years old. He had suffered physical and 

emotional abuse. T ~ s t  was the explicit goal set by the treatment 

team for his participation in the dance therapy programme. Geremy 

greeted the world with a tightly bunched fist and a gripped jaw. He 

would rnarch ahead of me to the dance mom. Geremy's dance was 

the most overtly symbolic of any 1 have shared in. 

As with al1 of the children, no prompting was required to 

participate in movement interaction. Geremy's dance developed 

over a period of five months, with weeks being spent on each 



pattern. These consisted of: 

- pushing me aggressively 

- throwing himself aggressively into a pile of mats and then running 

in a circle around the room 

- covering me entirely with mats and running around me 

- lying motionless on top of me with the mats between us, followed 

by running around the room with me immobile and covered with 

mats in its centre 

- removing a few mats at a time and running around as 1 lay 

motionless 

- pulling my hand for me to get up and allowing me to run around 

behind him 

- running with me 

- letting me dance and run around the room carrying him on my back 

The movement patterns paralleled Geremy's progress in 

relating ta people in his environment. As treatment team meetings 

were held monthly for al1 of the children, it was confirmed that the 

evolution of Geremy's dances followed the progression of his 

development of tnist. The list of his milestones matched the list of 

the components of his dances: 

- he tried to hit and kick other children and staff, threw objects a t  

people, broke toys, destroyed his work and that of others; he often 

ran away, escaping from the building 

- he stayed in the school but did not participate in most activities 

- he began to tentatively approach other children, engaging in 

parallel play 

- he initiated contact with his child care worker when he wanted 

something 

- he permitted his child care worker to  play parallel to him 



- he played with his worker and other children as long as he was in 

control of the activity 

- he engaged in reciprocal play with new found friends, both adult 

and child 

Geremy astounded me with the deep level of syrnbolism of his 

dances. In Our first session, he took off his shoes and threw them 

a t  me. "No hurting" was the one non-negotiable nile for coming to  

dance so we spent several sessions outside the studio door until 

we esta blished what would be acceptable. Geremy had a bsolutely 

no interest in verbalising process and would scowl a t  me if 1 tried to  

interject words to  refiect his activity. The intensity of his focus had a 

life and death seriousness about it and he was explicit about his 

absolute refusal to  be involved with me unless he could have 

substantial control. From Geremy 1 learnt how exquisitely precise 

symbolic rnovement could be and how a child could engage in highly 

symbolic interaction without the support of verbal semiotics. 

From Michdine 

Micheline had been diagnosed as autistic, the then prevailing 

term for difficulties in interpersonal relationships characterised by 

lack of eye contact, repetitive self-stimulating behaviour, echolalic 

speech, and other symptoms. Micheline was very attracted to 

jewellery. When we began our dance sessions she would fondle my 

bracelets, earrings, watch. Her face would be inches from mine and 

yet she did not take visible notice of it. 1 brought in a bowl of 

costume jewellery for her. She clapped her hands and dove in. For 

weeks, 1 dove in with her. One day she let me put a bracelet on her 

a m ,  the first touch she had allowed me to  initiate. After some time, 

she began decorating me with jewellery. 



Micheline always made sounds during our sessions. Song like, 

I would echo them. Our adomment dance, accompanied by echo 

singing continued for 2 months then abruptly in the rniddle of a 

session, the Song stopped. Micheline pushed her way ont0 my lap 

and curled up. 1 rocked her, singing the Song 1 knew was hem. From 

that position, she found my face and her hand flittered between 

face and earrings, face, earrings, face, earrings, necklace ... After 

that session, O u r  dance always began with her in my lap and over 

tirne, her interest in the jewellery appendages receded and we 

played endless mother-infant games with her curled up in my lap. 

There was much debate in the literature at  the time about the 

prognosis for autistic children. Some suggested that if a child 

"outgrew" autism, they had been originally misdiagnosed. Within 

the epistemology of dance therapy however, 1 found another 

perspective, as captured vividly in the film "Looking for me" (Adler, 

1970) which records the progression of an autistic child from moving 

in a world of her own to moving in sychronicity with another. This 

was the same evolution that 1 experienced with Micheline. 

The day that Micheline began responding to me, it was as 

though she had been previously looking through a window at me, 

focusing mainly on the window, then the window was rernoved. 

Being with Micheline as her relationship with the world transformed 

reinforced rny deep belief in the possibility of transformation. The 

possi bility of transcendence seemed less unattaina ble having had 

the privilege of sharing parts of the incredible transformational 

journeys of the children 1 danced with. 

4.3 Lessons in Presence 

Along the way, I had met and married a man: Jon. Two of the 



rnany giRs that he has shared with me are his mastery of spoken 

language and a concem for the pWSe use of wotù's. Ours has never 

been an easy rebtionship, no small part due to my insistence on 

acknowledging the language of the boûy and his eadhr insistence on 

the hegemony of the spoken word. Thmugh the decades that we have 

gmwn together, we have built many bridpes between these two 

perspectives and I date Say we are both ncher as a result. 

A conviction that lon atticulated wrly in our relationship was the 

life goal of transcendence thmugh Self Realbathn. He had discemed 

that a spiritual teacher couM be of gmat value. The one that he was 

finalfy dtawn to was Satya S8i Baba. In  1978 we made a pilgnmage to 

India to be in his presenœ, remaining there tbr most of a year. 

"Mother India-s Indla is oRen WIW, is a gmat teacher. Living 

in an ashram, the rhythms, sights, sounds, textures, tastes 

re-educated my perceptions, my conceptions. Writing about India and 

Baba would take volumes. Such wrïtïngs am availabk and wofihy of 

attention. For now, suffce it to Say that many refer to Ba& as "the 

Embodiment of Love-n "Avatar" or dimct incarnation of G d .  I 

watched Baba perform what would be tenned mirades; this had the 

surprishg effect of making every mundane moment seem mimculous 

Transcendence as stated earlier is the goal of spiritual 

practice. It is not a goal voiced in most psychological treatment 

centres or educational settings where even words such as love, 

hope, and faith are rarely heard. Upon retuming from India, 1 had 

reconciled that though the words might not be voiced, the goals 

could be embodied by individual practitioners and thereby have an 

impact on prabice. In Hindi the word "darshan" is used for the 

blessing one receives simply frorn being in the presence of a holy 

penon. This suggested to me that we can bless each other simply 



by being îùlly present. 

4.4 ShiRing Fonns: Steiner, Caner Choicar, Conception 

A t  the treatment centre, 1 had a friend amongst staff named 

Grace, whose name suits her well. Studying kundalini yoga 

together, we shared goals of infusing a sense of Spirit into Our 

work. When a colleague told us of classes in Waldorf education, we 

were ready to join. 

I n  India 1 had met Indra Devi, an internationally known yoga 

teacher. When 1 fell ill, 1 was treated by her physician husband who 

had been a colleague of Rudolf Steiner, originator of the Waldorf 

system. 1 learnt that Waldorf education is explicitly inclusive of body- 

mind and spirit. The particular hook for me was that Steiner had a 

unique system of movement, eurhythrny. Thoug h 1 did not su bscri be 

to his prescription for eurhythmy which he described as "visible 

speech" (Steiner, 1931, p. 4), 1 celebrated the movement qualities it 

captured and the cumculum's early childhood emphasis on the 

rhythrns of Song, poetry, play, and movement. The welcoming of 

children as embodied souk and the particular sensitivity to children 

whose embodiments imposed challenges of ernotional or physical 

nature set a theoretical standard worthy of emulation. 

Journeying to India had afforded a career break and period of 

reflection on future direction. 1 seriously investigated studying t o  

become a psychiatrist, as a way of having a greater impact on how 

special needs children were greeted systemically. A t  the point of 

submitting my application, 1 "somatized", or feit in my body, what 1 

wanted to do most with children: share in their dances. It struck me 

that entering into acadernic training for at least seven more years 

would not afford greater opportunity to  interact with children in this 



way. Another way opened: our daughter Jaya was conceived. 

Carrying a child literally transforms your body. It changed my life. 

Ontogeny grounded my notions of ontology. 

4.5 Dancing Without Duality 

I n  1982, a planned return to India mutated into a week on Big 

Island. W e  were 7 women, mostly from the American west coast, 

each with a wondrous tale to tell of how we had found ourselves on 

black lava rock. We danced from dawn to dusk with Joy Allen, a 

teacher who seemed to be living at the edge of the dream world. 

This dance emerged: 

It is dawn. I stand on the edge of a dMon Big Island. This is the 

sacred healing pbce of the ancient Hawaibns. The textua of the air 

enfolds me, womb-like. My eyes are dosed, I ôegin to move. The dance 

is slow, flowing. I am not holding my beath and yet I do not have the 

sensation of breath entering or kaving my buây. The impulse to move 

which began at my heart centre has expanded beyond al1 of my 

chakras, beyond the boundsry of my skin. The# is no inside or oubide 

of me. I feel suspended in time and space. 

I slowly open my eyes as the sun /ends 1&ht to the ocean, the 

earth, the sky; foms arife fmm the darkness. I am at one with the 

eartC>'s elements and the eapk that soars ovemaad. It is heaven. 

The dance leaves my body with a deep seh. I feel complete, 

ready to dk. As I walk away from the dH, one solïtary ten foot wave 

surges out of the w lm sea and ctashes on the spot where I had 

danced. I laugh akud. 

During my week on Big Island, the veil between heaven and 

earth disappeared the way the barrier between lime Micheline and 1 

had when her veil of autkm fell. My day dreams and night dreams 



were in harmony with each other and my body was one and the 

same in both. Baba was omnipresent and my struggles around his 

authenticity evaporated. 

Peak spiritual experiences are aptly referred to as views from 

the mountaintop, mine was fmm a volcano formed cliff. These views 

inspire, remind, affirm. Hawaiian hula dancers use the term "kaona" 

for the "creative power of understanding the invisible through the 

visible, thereby gaining a more profound understanding of both 

what is seen and what is unseen." ( Farnell, 1995, p. 11). This 

applies to the "veiled or layered meaning" (Farnell, 1995, p. 11) of 

traditional hula dance. It seemed perfect that fluid kaona came to  

me on the soi1 that Hawaiian kings journeyed to  for healing. 

Just betbrie kaving Hawaii, I was in a patking lot et the cmst of a 

hiIl overlooking the ocean. m p k  w e e  packing up picnics from their day 

at  the beach as the sun sank into the water. A Hawaiian teen 

strummed simple chords on a ukulele, singing a song in his native 

language. I t  was a most beautHul moment. Ail of ItTé seemed a dance. 

4.6 Movement Medïtatiori 

The year that 1 returned from Hawaii, a new being came into 

my life: Bat-Sheva Koren (1992, 1994). An Israeli dance therapist 

seeking certification with the American Dance Therapy Association, 

she hired me as her field supervisor. What began as a professional 

relationship became a deep friendship based on the joy of sharing a 

knowing of the world through movement, a knowing that embraces 

the notion of spirit made flesh. We began meeting to dance 

together, using a framework similar to that of Quakers of waiting in 

worshipful silence to be moved by the Spirie. With eyes closed, Bat- 

Sheva and 1 would move as we felt moved. Maintaining contact 



through touch, we would dance together. It was moving meditation. 

A form of rnovement has corne into practise which is centred 

on the same experience that Bat-Sheva and 1 discovered 

individually and then shared in together. Introduced by Mary Starks 

W hitehouse it is termed Authentic Movernent (Chodorow, 1999, 

p. 81): "Authentic was the only word I could think of that meant 

truth -trutt~ of a kind unlearned but there ta be seen at moments" 

(Whitehouse, 1979, p. 57). Azstreich (1999) describes the practise 

of authentic movement: 

As movers, we close O u r  eyes and focus inward on the 

sensations, impulses, images and feelings which arise 

from the core of Our being. The heightened kinaesthetic 

awareness forms a bridge to the imagina1 realm allowing 

the invisible reality to become manifest in movement, 

leading us in Our journey to wholeness. (p. 24) 

My movement inquiry continues with the deep reassurance that 

cornes from knowing that my understanding of movement is shared 

by others. 



5.1 From Amorphus to Racognkable Form 

Along with my pilgrimage to India, there are other chunks that 

1 am not writing about. Embodiment and sexuality, partnering, 

parenting and being parented, sistering, watching my children's 

bodies grow and move in their own worlds. There is a piece on "The 

Eroticism of Acadernic Discourse" which will probably never find its 

way into print. 

In narrative inquiry it is difficult to know where to start and 

where to end. Each thread leads to  al1 others. The silent antecedent 

to the dance with rny daughter had suggested my starting point: 

When choreographing with Iays, we teached the stage where the 

dance was pretty well set, we just needed to rehearse our timing with 

the music and Mine some of the movements. She was unhappy 

though, for her something important was missing. I thought the dance 
was fine as it was and was injtateâ at her indstence on jnduding some 

unrehearsed antecedent that she desuïbed just before our 

presentation to the group for feed-back. However as we perlbnned the 

additional silent segment for the first time, I had a sense of revelation. 

By remaining in the shadow and silently oidng an empty spotlight on 

the noor, Jaya had reuleated the most essential part of our story: the 

part before she chose hm, the body thmugh whkh to incarnate. 

My dance with Jaya was charged with symbolism that words 

grew out of. Not surprisingly, 1 have raised a daughter who is fluent 

in movement semiotia. She is open to and works with the tacit 

understanding of kaona, the understanding of the invisible through 

the visible. The silent antecedent to our dance parallels the first 



part of my reflection, the consideration o f  the nature of the inner 

impulse to  move and my joumey towards recognising and 

remembering that essence. The second part of the reflection 

involves, as did O u r  dance, choosing a form to "ground" or 

" i ncorporate" the experïence. 

Because of my involvement in education, underlining links 

between movement and pedagogy, fleshing out the body-mind and 

spirit paradigm as applied to academic contexts, is the most 

relevant form. Such an exercise was essential for me when 1 

considered entering into teaching in school settings and continues 

as part of the balancing act of rny research, and of this reflection. 

Irnmersed in the body-brain icons of my culture, talking heads and 

objectified commodified bodies, certain questions emerged as 

beacons for my "choosing the forma of my narrative: 

Do we even need bodies? Do we need to move, or could we 

not be better producers if shelved in factory farm-like environments? 

Should 1 take a hint from the windowless roorns with rows of desks 

and piped in air we are provided with as graduate students? How 

many of my body parts and vital organs could be replaced with me 

still being "me"? Why not replace the whole unit and put my brain in 

the body of a hawk or a manatee? If the material world is "maya", 

as Hindus cal1 illusion, then isn't corporeal identity a waste of time? 

The questions sizzle and sear. 1 can only resolve to build on 

what this life in this body has taught me, to dance one step at  a 

time, remernbering my Hawaiian "dance without duality". Answers 

to important questions in my life have usually corne to me without 

words attached. Words are an outside-in phenornenon. They cany 
great powers of transmission, hence my motivation for competency. 

The wall of words constructed against valuing and therefore 



explorïng a t  a deeper level the meanings of ernbodiment and 

movement are supported by 5 solid "bricks", words that even 

though now cliché, are nonetheless foundational: "1 think, therefore 

1 am" (Descartes, 1970, p. 101). The second phase of my reflection 

both acknowledges and moves away from the shadow of Descartes8 

waII. 

5.2 Descartes' legacy: 

In Descartes' famous maxim lies the rationale for ignoring the 

importance of the body in thought, transformational and 

transcendent processes. Body, mind and spirit are separate 

entities. In spite of a paradigm shift the heritage of Cartesian 

dualism splitting mental cognitive functioning from physical, 

embodied functioning and agency continues to impact on academic 

disciplines. 

Within current social theory, people are often defined in terms 

of their social location, beliefs, values, speech acts and discourse, 

leaving them "strangely disembodied" (Famell, 1995, p. 7) except 

when colour or physical disability are factors. Disciplines such as 

Western medicine rely heavily on the Cartesian model of "body-as- 

machine", making the physician a technician or mechanic applying 

solutions such as mechanical repair or chernical rebalancing 

(Rothman, 1982, p. 34). In psychology the rapid growth in brain 

theory continues to dominate the field with neuropsychology in the 

foreground. 

There has been such excitement about what historically can 

be summarized as "an investigation of the left hemisphere" (Sacks, 

1990, p. 4) that an American presidential declaration named the 

1990's the Decade of the Brain. The concept of mind has "moved 



from the ethereal nowhere place it occupied in the seventeenth 

century to its current residence in or around the brain.. ." (Damasio, 

1994, p. 225). Dewey's warning that "The older dualism of mind and 

body has been replaced by that of the brain and the rest of the 

body." (Dewey as quoted in Ross, 1998, p. 19) has not been 

heeded. 

Sacks, professor of clinical neurology at the Albert Einstein 

College of Medicine, agrees with Freud that ascribing specific 

powers, such as linguistic, intellectual or perceptual, to specific 

"centres" in the brain is too simple because al1 mental performances 

have an intricate interna1 structure, and must have an equally 

complex physiological basis (Sacks, 1990, p. 4). Strong evidence 

that physical activity changes the brain, another way of presenting 

body-mind whole, began accumulating in the seventies when 

electrophysiological measures including heart-rate and skin 

responses became cornmonplace. Recent developments in the 

sophistication of research tools continue to provide more precise 

records of physical changes (Nash, 1997, p. 50). The physiological 

basis (the body) of mental performances (the mind) is central to the 

argument for considering the importance of movement. 

In the context of the academy, work attributing meaning to  

body movement has been done in relative isolation, with lktle 

continuity of research and few "schools" of study (Davis, 1972, 

p. M). This is in spite of distinguished contributors to the field such 

as Damin who over a century ago proposed theories about the 

origins, functions and innate nature of bodily expression (Darwin, 

1872). Darwin (1877) recognised the imporLance of recording 

movement as part of naturalistic description. In 1840, he began to  

keep a diary of the activities of his infant son William, noting in 



detail his rnovement behaviour (Damin, 1877). Modem ethnologists 

continue to include the study of  animal movement as a semiotic 

system. They describe animal expression and body communication 

signals with a "freedom and matter-of-factness often lacking in 

studies of human movement" (Davis, 1972, p. 9). 

The study of "nonverbal behaviour", a somewhat negative 

appellation (Famell, 1995, p. 8) highlighting the hegernony of 

speech, exists as a pocket of concentrated research. In the 1960's 

and19703, nonverbal behaviour came to be virtually equated with 

"nonverbal communication", largely because of the contribution of 

anthropologist Ray Lm Birdwhistell (1975, 1970, 1955, 1952) who 

coined the term "kinesics" for cultural patterns of body motion 

communication and argued that nearly two-thirds of the meaning in 

any social situation is derived from nonverbal cues (Birdwhistell, 

1955). Eckman and Friesen (1969) drawing on Efron's (1941) earlier 

research provided a classification scheme of gestures based on the 

communicative functions of body movement (Winter, 1992, p. 153). 

However, reducing systems to "communication" ignores the many 

other functions of semiotic systems (Famell, 1995, p. 8). Most social 

scientists are endemically dead to the body, and even when they 

are not they are still dead to  the semiotics of bodily movernent 

(Varela, 1995, p. 282). 

5.3 Piaget 

It was biologist-turned-psychologist Jean Piaget who 

introduced the notion that within the semiotics of movement lay 

information that was crucial to understanding the development of 

human thought. His findings dernonstrated that, put succinctly, 

"children don't think like adults" (Papert, 1999, p. 73). They 



assimilate reality into the self without the discursive rules of 

socialized thought (Piaget, 1977, p. 165). One of Piaget's (1977) 

pivotal theories, sensorimotor learning, changed our view of 

children's ways of knowing, prioritizing body-mind for the first 

chapter in a child's lik: 

... in the baby a sensorimotor, or practical, intelligence 

that is able, unaided, to advance far enough in the 

conquest of reality to construct the essentials of space 

and object, causality and tirne -in short, succeeds even 

at that early age in organizing a whole solid and 

coherent universe on the level of action. (p. 162) 

Videos by Stokes (1995) recording the movement of four children 

through their first year dramatically demonstrates this, chronicalling 

evidence of intentionality, communication, co-operative and 

independent problem solving, experiments in space and object 

relations. 

Some of Piaget's conclusions have been revised by 

neoPiagetans or refuted by alternative epistemologies. However, 

the acceptance of a sensorimotor way of knowing in infancy is 

widespread. Other organismic theorists such as Bruner (1968, 1977, 

1983, 1991) and Werner and Kaplan (1967) contribute further to 

theories linking cognition and body movement (Winter, 1992, 

p. 196). 

5.4 Dewey 

Within educational domains, Dewey's experiential imperative 

is rooted in body-mind holism. His valuing of the body-mind 

paradigm is recorded in the enthusiastic prefaces he wrote for 

books by movement theorist Alexander. Dewey (1932) States that 



"Mr. Alexander gives to the educator a standard of psycho-physical 

health" (Dewey, 1932, p. W<) and that "Mr. Alexander has found a 

method for detecting precisely the correlations between these two 

members, physical-mental, of the same whole" (Dewey, 1987, 

p. XM). Alexander's (1984) own subsequent statements are 

unequivocal: 

1 must admit that when 1 began my investigation, 1, in 

common with most people, conceived of "body" and 

"mind" as separate paes of the same organism, and 

consequently believed that human ills, difficulties and 

shortcomings could be classified as either "mental" or 

"physical" and dealt with on specifically "mental" or 

specifically "physical" lines. My practical experiences, 

however, led me to  abandon this point of view and 

readers of my books will be aware that the technique 

described in them is based on the opposite conception, 

namely, that it is impossible to separate "mental" and 

"physical" processes in any forrn of human acüvity. (p. 3) 

Amid al1 uncertainties Dewy offered one permanent reference,the 

organic connection between education and personal experience 

(Dewey, 1938, p. 25). Continuing with the argument that 

experience can also miseducate (Dewey, 1938, p. 25), he 

extrapolated that the perversion of our sensory consciousness of 

ourselves has gone so far that we lack criteria for judging the 

doctrines and methods that profess to  deal with the individual 

human being (Dewey, 1987, p. XII). 

Dewey's criteria for a preferred plan of educational reforrn 

included a series of questions. The following 1 find especially 

relevant: 



Does it deal with the "mind" and the "body" as things 

separated from each other, or does it deal with the unity 

of man's individuality? Does it deal with some portion or 

aspect of "mind" and "body" or with the re-education of 

the whole being? (Dewey, 1987, p. XIII) 

Sensorimotor meaning making is endemic in adulthood as well 

as childhood. Our ignorance of this domain is the result of Our 

"miseducation" (Dewey, 1939, p. 25). Regardless of Dewey's 

insights, educational theorists continue to separate the mental from 

the physical. 

5.5 Gardner 

One notable anomaly in the pattern of ignoring body-mind 

within the acaderny, particularly within educational theory, is the 

work of cognitive psychologist Howard Gardner (1973, 1991, 1993). 

Gardner, much to my delight, hypothesises that there are many 

different ways of "knowing " the world (Gardner, 1991, p. 12). He 

argues that we learn, perforrn and understand in very different 

ways (Gardner, 1991, p. 3). He calls different ways of knowing 

"intelligences" (Gardner, 1993, p. XX), distinguishing thern from 

talents, aptitudes, or cornpetencies. The combinations and 

permutations of intelligences Vary between individuals, often 

reinforced by cultural noms. 

Gardner posits that there are at least eleven intelligences 

identifiable through the application of eleven specific criteria: 

...p otential isolation by brain damage, the existence of 

savants, prodigies, and other exceptional individuals, 

distinctive developmental history and a definable set of 

expert 'end state' performances, an evolutionary history 



and evolutionary plausibility, support fmm psychometric 

findings, support from experimental psychological tasks, 

an identifiable core operation or set of operations, 

susceptibility to encoding in a symbol system. 

(Armstrong, 1994, p. 4-5) 

Denouncing the universal imperative of Western Cartesian thought 

(Gardner, 1993, p. 208), Gardner applies his criteria to delineate a 

"bodily-kinaesthetic intelligence" (Gardner, 1983, p. 205). The latter 

he argues is part of our repertoire for knowing the world, 

particularly in early childhood. With individuals for whom bodily- 

kinaesthetic intelligence rernains dominant, the body is central and 

the kinesthic or "inside out" dimension is consciously accessible 

through adulthood. 

Through Gardner's identification of a bodily-kinaesthetic 

intelligence, 1 found myself represented in academic discourse for 

the first time. 1 also found "a language for talking about the inner 

gifts of children" (Armstrong, 1994, p. M) that facilitated my 

speaking of the children in treatment centres from whom 1 had 

learnt so much. 1 had not realised how much pain lay below the 

surface of my pedagogical quest until, as often is the case, 

associations were triggered by reflecting on my own children's lives. 

For a CO-operative learning exercise led by Carol Rolheiser at the 

University of Toronto Faculty of Education, 1 presented this "All 

About Me" assignment to  two classrnates: 

1 had a fantasy of having red hair when I was 

Young. My dad had red hair. Every once in a while 1 get 

one red haïr amongst rny dark brown ones. 1 used t o  

wish 1 was turning red the way some people turn grey. 

When 1 was 28,I became pregnant and 1 dreamed that 1 



had a daughter with red hair and brown eyes. The night 

before my daughter was bom my husband and 1 went 

for a walk. We saw some red roses in a garden. The 

next day 1 went into labour and our daughter Jaya was 

bom. She had red hair and brown eyes. 

When 1 was 32 1 had another dream about a boy 

with jet black hair and blue eyes. After dimbing a hill a t  

Quaker camp on Georgian Bay, 1 went into labour with 

Jacob, Our son who came out with black hair and blue 

eyes ... and after a few months his hair tumed blond. He 

has fmm very early age had a surprisingly clear sense of 

his will as separate from that of others. 

1 am telling you about my beginnings as a parent 

because 1 want to  be one of the faces you think of when 

you use the word "parent", especially if you might think 

of me with anxiety when you wait for me to enter on 

parent's night. 1 am eager to be your partner in teaching 

my children. 1 want to  learn about my child along with 

you. 

-"Why would you want to visit my kindergarten? The 

presence of a stranger is always disruptive to the class. 

Well if you insist but you will have to sit on the side." 

-"You want to  corne and see the kindergarten? That's 

wonderful. Let me just tell you Our general schedule so 

you can choose what part you would prefer to corne for. 

You would like to corne for the whole moming? Excellent! 

Yes of course you are welcome to bring your child. 

I imprinted every word. 1 knew even before meeting her 

that 



Mrs. White was the teacher 1 could entrust my child tom 

She was not afraid of me. She welcomed me and as 1 

suspected, she was one of those rare gems: the gifted 

teacher. 

-"On any given day, in the grade 73, al1 5 teachers aim 

to be on the same page in the same math exercise 

book" 

-"Hi, I'm Emily and this is Aaron. It's out turn to give the 

school tour. This is Brian's room. He is really funny. He 

teaches us math and history and science and makes it 

really neat. This is Our meeting area. It has a phone and 

stove and stuff. This is Nancy, you do a lot of writing in 

her class, about things that you care about, we even do 

plays and act them out ..." 
Another imprint. More gifted teachers. An easy choice 

when you find them, but how long did 1 have to look 

before they were ferreted out? 

1 show you my children's faces because 1 want you 

to have faces paired with a parent when you talk about 

disruptive and even aggressive behaviour. m a t  was my 

child in the office. m a t  was my child crying in the 

playground. 

1 want to be your partner in teaching my child. 1 

want to be your partner in leaming about my children. 

1 am studying to be a teacher too, with you. 1 want 

you to know that 1 am eager to be your partner in 

learning. 1 want us to be gifted teachers celebrating the 

gifts our students bring and welcoming their parents as 

paitners. Do you see my face? 1 want you to  think of me 



on your first parent's night and know that we are not 

strangers. (Karsemeyer, 1994) 

1 wept uncontrollably as 1 read this passage aloud. My 

physical response to  the text brought to the foreground real bodies 

in real educational settings whose gifts had not been welcorned. 

Gardner (1991) had operationalised for me the experience of school 

as a bottleneck for some children, by articulating its prioritising of 

logical-mathematical and linguistic intelligences (p. 12). Teaching 

children with varied gifts had given faces and bodies to his words. 

Closest to home, my son whose profile is stellar in logical- 

mathematical and linguistic intelligences was identified as gifted by 

the elementary school system; my daughter, whose profile includes 

gifts not commonly measured, was not. 1 had known too many 

children whose gitts had not been welcomed, and so had remained 

hidden. 

The following comment poignantly captures our loss: "Our 

schools know how to  celebrate the bright child ... But we don't know 

how to celebrate the kind child" (Kushner, 1998, p. 21). In  

advocating for a curriculum that invites the gifts of al1 children so 

that we may both nurture and learn from them, Gardner includes 

cornerstones of holistic education: body-mind and spirit. 

5.6 A Dancer's Perspective 

Gardner's work has sustained rny inquiry by validating through 

words my peculiar perspective. He himself does not speak as a 

bodily-kinaesthetic leamer. Identifying this gap opened in my body- 

mind the possibility of a potentially unique contribution to the 

academy. Davis (1972), a researcher specialising in the areas of 

movement and dance reinforces this potential: 



Suffice it to say that some of the "false starts" or 

limitations of movernent research might have been 

avoided by consulting those whose medium is 

movement, rather than by adapting terms and methods 

from other disciplines. (p. 2) 

1 am quite clear that, and as this reflection records, my 

medium is movement. It has been argued that "into every act of 

knowing there enters a passionate contribution of the person 

knowing what is being known. ..this coefficient is no mere 

imperfection but a vital component of his knowledge" (Polanyi, 

1958, p. Wïï). 1 am painfully aware of the difficutty of translating my 

passion about my dominant way of knowing into words. This journal 

entry, written when I was thrashing around the doctoral ocean 

looking for a lifeboat, captures the dilernrna: 

"1 had never seen you as a dancer". My professor 

Linda Cameron made this comment in 1997 after 1 had 

lead a group of 90 of her students through a 

movement/literacy workshop. 1 had known her for three 

years. Why was it that 1 had not shown this essential 

part of my being? 

Do you know that 1 have studied dance or some 

form of body movement for over 40 years? Such work 

obviously has meaning for me, 1 pursue it doggedly 

without extemal incentives. Lately, in my doctoral 

writing, 1 have experienced deep waves of sadness 

corning through my body. 1 am writing about moving, and 

1 am getting flashes of, somatizations of, dancing. 

Dancing in front of my committee as part of my defense. 

1 somatize the drumming of the African dance 1 



have been studying. My dance teachers are there. 1 

think of Anthony who has been my teacher this week. 

He is not great with words, they just aren't his strength. 

Yet in his heavy West Indian accent, his sparse verbal 

comments and corrections of his students witness to a 

deep understanding of what it is to live as a dancer, to  

hone one's body as an instrument of expression and 

communication. I n  his class as with Charmaine's and 

Eddison's, the best times are when they show what 

they mean with their bodies and my body absorbs it 

directly, learns it, dances it. 

Words hadn't been my strength either, they are a 

learned skill, necessary for what? I am not sure of the 

purpose, just the calling to acquire proficiency. In looking 

through old course work for material relevant to my 

reflection, 1 found something 1 had written in 1992, 

journal entries that were a course requirement: 

"1 hate journals. 1 used to  keep them a lot then 

after years of not reading them, 1 realised that the 

REALLY meaningful stuff 1 had imbedded in my body. The 

journals are Iike artifacts in a museum that 1 never visit. 

1 know that 75% of our language is not words, but 

here 1 am again, stuck putting down words for someone 

else. Yes 1 see value in balancing one's learning styles 

by stretching to practise others but 1 spent al1 of my 

Masters' program in ed psych doing that. It was like 

wearing someone else's clothes. Great fun, like dressing 

up but not what I'd want to live in. 1 got A's on my 

papers and even a comment that rny writing was a bit 



dry in my quantitative research paper. Now that was 

success eh? ME producing an over-academic quantitative 

paper! Wow! So it's not that 1 can't write or that 1 don? 

value the process it's just not where 1 want to  live. 

My friend and colleague Bat-Sheva and 1 have 

been exploring/experimenting. She is also a dance 

therapist and we meet and talk, then move together. 

Then we close with talking but the movement has 

carried us to a whole new level beyond words and our 

resurned words sound more like poems and have big 

spaces between them." 

When 1 drift off daydreaming about dancing at 

OISEIUT 1 just start to cry. Where is that coming from? 1 

remember Jim Cummins' classes in which 1 tried to  

imagine "leaving one's identity", cultural and linguistic 

identity, at the school door. 1 think it is a bit like that. 

When 1 entered school, 1 could not speak the French 

language. No one else spoke my English language. 1 

learned theirs but it still did not voice who 1 am. That 

cornes through my movement, through the energy, the 

Being, that anirnates me. Others have taught me how to 

use spoken language. Moving came from inside. 

But dance within the academy? 1 shake at the idea 

of baring myself of words and reaching out from my 

inside, trying to connect with you. (Karsemeyer, 1999) 

5.7 Phenomenology 

Discovering phenomenology suggested a way through my 

crisis: "Applying phenomenological methodology involves speaking 



from the body as opposed to  of or about the body" (Varela, 1995, 

p. 245). In phenomenology, 1 found an epistemology that valued 

personal knowledge grounded in the experience of the body, and 

personal paeicipation in the search for understanding : 

Such is the personalpartiicipathn of the knower in al1 acts 

of understanding. But this does not make our 

understanding subjective. Comprehension is neither an 

arbitrary act nor a passive experience, but a responsible 

act claiming universal validity. Such knowing is indeed 

objective in the sense of establishing contact with a 

hidden reality; a contact that is defined as the condition 

for anticipating an indeterminate range of yet un known 

(and perha ps yet inconceivable) true implications. It 

seems reasonable to describe this fusion of the persona1 

and the objective as Penonal Knowledge. 

(Polanyi, 1958, p. XIII) 

Phenomenology explicitly requires attending from the body to other 

phenornenon, from self to other, fmm the proximal, to  the distal 

(Polanyi, 1966, p. 10). Phenomenology explicates that the proximal, 

of which we have tacit knowledge, we may not be able to tell 

(Polanyi, 1966, p. 10); we know more than we can tell (Polanyi, 

1966, p. 4). 

Phenomenology's central notion of a "lived-body" experience 

corresponds with the body-mind synthesis of this reflection : "The 

lived-body experience is fundamentally the recognition by the 

person that his body is the agency of his psyche" (Lanigan, 1972, 

p. 132). The lived-body is both subject and object, it is "the visible- 

seer, the audible-hearer, the tangible-touch, the sensitive-sensible" 

(Lanigan, 1972, p. 131). Through touching one's own hand for 



example, the "perceiver and perceived are simultaneously given to 

consciousness" (Harré, 1991, p. 96). Through this dynarnic, we corne 

to know self and other. The uniqueness of this phenornenon 

prompted Merleau-Ponty (1964) to introduce the term & chair or 

flesh (p. 184), as analogous to elements such as earth, air, fire and 

water (Harré, 1991, p. 96). Spirit made flesh is the biblical reference 

that la chair evokes for me. 

Merleau-Ponty's phenomenological theory of existential 

communication places importance on the lived-body experience as 

primary perception with language as "nothing more than a 

mediation between man and the world" (Merlea-Ponty, as quoted in 

Lanigan, 1972, p. 113). Language is referred to as "verbal pointing" 

(Polanyi, 1966, p. 7). This captures rny experience of words. 

There is a profound affinity between phenomenology and 

somatic psychology (Johnson, 1998, p. 3), of which dance therapy is 

an application. Polanyi (1966) outlines the potential of 

kinesthetically based insight: "by elucidating the way O u r  bodily 

processes participate in Our perceptions we will throw light on the 

bodily roots of all thought, including man's highest creative powers" 

(P. 15). 

That "phenomenology is concemed not with theories about 

phenornena, but with descriptions of their existence" (Sheets, 1966, 

p. 11) provides a frame of reference for the first section of this 

reflection. That dance can be framed as phenomenological 

experience (Sheets, 1966) and "spatial sentient-kinetic life Iinked to 

thinking" (Sheets-Johnstone, 1990, p. 5) are extensions of 

phenomenological theory that encompass my explorations. 

Distinctions introduced by heuristic phenomenological research that 

"embraces the autobiographical presence of the researcher and 



that of the researched" and "honours a multiplidty of forrns for data 

collection and representationsw (buttignol, 1998, p. 74) open the 

way for considering the depth and breadth of the experience of 

embodirnent. 

Without the exploration with my daughter through dance, my 

work would have hung on words, verbal pointing at the ineffable 

without adually going there, experiencing the lived-body, dancing 

our story. Without the inclusion of the metaphorical antecedent, 

subsequent content would have been shallow. Narrative 

exploration, with its phenomenologically informed experience base, 

set the context. 

5.8 The Holistic Paradiam and Ethnogmphy 

Retuming to the holistic paradigm, 1 found the bridge for 

including "inside out" phenomenological as well as "outside inw 

ethnographic perspectives: 

The holistic paradigm does not possess assumptions 

which are necessarily opposed to those of other 

paradigms. Rather it regards the assumptions and 

research findings of the other paradigms as part of a 

more inclusive whole. (Gerber, 1983) 

1 use the holistic paradigm to address the critique that excluding 

information from inner experience denies agency, while excluding 

observable criteria makes the experience unidentifiable (Best, 1978, 

p. 137). In the following quote, comments about the study of 

gesture can be generalised to  my study of movement: 

I t  is the indïvidual expmssion, in a given hktoriwl pbce, 

which creates meaning. The phenomenology of gesture 

concentrates on the first and ignores the second, while 



the sociology of gesture concentrates on the second and 

ignores the first. (Benthall, 1975, p. 94) 

Within the paradigm of qualitative research, most specifically 

ethnography, the mandate is to amve at an understanding of the 

"native's point of view" (Malinowski, as quoted in Anderson, 1989, 

p. 250). Qualitative approaches to resea rch presu me subjectivity, 

incorporating it as a philosophical stance (Bouma & Atkinson, 1995). 

No position is neutral (Weber, 1971) and al1 positions involve power 

relationships (Cummins, 1996). If indeed al1 opinions, public and 

private are a product of the intersection of social context and 

biography, then reviewing epistemological and ontological 

assumptions becomes a necessary part of reporting (Glesne & 

Peshkin, 1992). 

When observing a child 1 use my own experiences, of being a 

child and bearing and parenting children, as somatically imbedded 

memories to amve at hypotheses. Similady, when observing 

memben of other cultures, 1 use my somatic experiences and 

responses as markers for what 1 am observing-participating in. For 

example, cultures can dictate acceptable rnovement patterns, 

shapes, rhythms or proximity that are different for its men and 

women. Experiencing and experimenting with these affords 

proriocepted insights that are not dependent on sight or hearing, 

the two dominant sensory modalities of ethnography. My location as 

a researcher is that of an embodkd participant-observer. 

As a dance therapist, 1 spent years refining the art  of physical 

attunement, or nonverbal empathy (Loman, 1992, p. 96), with 

clients. This is analogous t o  tuning an instrument so that  one plays 

in harmony with another. Attunement validates the client's 

perspective facilitating tmst and the subsequent bringing foral of 



personal issues. Children are far more alert than most adults to the 

meaning of their movement and that of others (Chace, 1993, 

p. 315). 

The furLher in "gender, class, age and ethnicity" (Yow, 1994 ) 

that I am fmm my research subjects, the more important it is to 

have a venue to demonstrate empathy and openness to their 

experience, to enter into a shared experience. This is literally the 

unspoken part of pamcipant-observation, whereby the observer 

becomes part of, a participant in, the situation to be observed, 

placing researcher and subject side by side in examining questions. 

Otherwise, 

... only women can understand ferninine experience, only 

Jews can understand Jewish experience, only formerly 

colonial subjects can understand colonial experience. 

(Said, 1986, as quoted in Fuss 1989) 

Transference and counter-transference which commonly occur 

in therapeutic relationships also occur in participant-observer 

relationships. As with other unconscious processes, the body bears 

witness. Those gems called "surprises" in research can corne from 

reflecting on phenomenological feed-back merged with ethnographic 

data. In other words, proprioception informs observation. 

Encapsulating arguments that nonverbal ways of knowing and 

representing are natural venues for young children's participation in 

socio-cultural milieus points towards the value of a perspective 

attuned to that modality. Building on the earlier notion that my 

Iived-body or body-mind is my pnmary tool for experiencing self and 

other, my somatically infomed narrative naturally weaves through 

research environments, as recorded here in my personal research 

field notes: 



Now, while doing research, 1 find myseif in a 

multilingual kindergarten, working with children who do 

not speak English, the language of instruction. 1 wonder 

if at  their age 1 was like the quiet ones, looking, not 

speaking, watching the movement of those around them 

for dues. They sing or mouth songs or the repetitive 

parts in stories. They even sing "Oh Canada", in English, 

which 1 have not learnt. 1 mouth parts with them as 

the teacher leads us. 

When 1 was 5 years old, my parents who had 

immigrated from British Guiana placed me in a French 

school in Quebec. No one in the school spoke English. 1 

rernember not talking in class for a very long time. In 

those days one was not expected to talk in school. 1 

remember my body being still like a cat's that is watching 

an approaching dog, rnotionless until cued by the 

movements of the other. 

A few yean ago Joe Norris, a drama educator from 

the University of Alberta, lead us through a visualisation 

exercise in which we rernembered O u r  first contacts with 

schooling. Tean came to my body, along with paralysis, 

and silence. (Karsemeyer, 1996) 

My situation as researcher in a kindergarten setting, during 

1996 and 1997, included a lived-body experience which echoed my 

childhood mernories of parallel experiences. A somatic memory was 

evoked as 1 sat on a child's chair, notebook in hand. Once again, as 

in my mitten memory, an associative connection was made with 

early experiences "stored" in rny body. Using Cohen's interpretation 

(Hartley, 1995, p. 17), what 1 had consciously forgotten, my body 



held embedded as a somatic state. Stored images arose triggered 

by the here and now somatic experience when 1 assumed a 

paeicipant-observer mle. 1 have no doubt that such data is 

significant. 

1 found myself coming full cirde when 1 undertook research in 

the multilingual kindergarten, revisiting memories of my own four 

year old self in a second language (French) environment. 1 could no 

more attempt participant-observer ethnographic research divorced 

fmm movement serniotics than 1 could shrink rny movernent 

repertoire to adult patterns and still pretend to  arrive at a "native's 

point of view" (Malinowski, 1922). 



Chapter 6 

Coming Full Circle 

6.1 Obsewing Young Children 

Pawcularly in kindergarten, movement data is very rich as it 

represents the dominant mode of behaviour in young children. It is 

an important part of the "thick description" (Geertz, 1973) of 

ethnography. I n  kindergarten classrooms, movement is ubiquitous. 

The physical arrangements in kindergarten allow for a greater 

degree of movement than in grade level classrooms. Water and 

sand tables, home and dress-up centres, painting and pet centres, 

invite children to physically interact with each other and materials in 

a broader range of ways than individual desks do. 

Even in their starkest fonn, references to the preferred 

qualities of movement of a kindergarten child give depth to 

individual case study: the how of a child's movement, the quality, 

rhythm, and shape is as essential as the description of what that 

child is doing. Though no individual rnovement has universal 

meaning (Hall, 1959; Birdwhistell, 1960), contextualised movement 

patterns and specific movernent sequences can transmit explicit 

meaning for the individual or the paiticipant-observer. The child who 

tears a page while printing by pressing hard, the child whose legs 

are like propellers under his chair, the child who pokes her 

neighbour incessantly or who floats h m  one activity to another are 

references in the vernacular to movement data. 

The importance of movement data is compounded in 

multilingual kindergartens where ESL (English as a Second 

Language) students may have to rely on movement behaviour to  

ma ke themselves understood and to understand others 



(Wolfgang,l979). Okagaki and Sternberg's (1994) analysis of how 

second language learners cope held personal meaning for me as 1 

remembered my own early introduction to a second language 

environment: 

Fortunately, young children have a natural coping 

strategy that helps them deal with these problems. 

Young children are able to obtain information about how 

to interpret an event, and how to respond, by watching 

the nonverbal cues of the people around them, just as 

they have been doing from infancy. (p. 16) 

6.2 Second Language Leamers in a "Siknt Kinderg.rtenm 

Second language leamers are often saddled with the deficit 

model of language acquisition: they don't speak the host language 

so they are lacking, hence the deficit. They are not heard until they 

acquire sumcient competency in the host language. 1 have generally 

found that the quieter chiid, whether a second language learner or 

by temperament reticent about speech, is not only not heard but 

often almost invisible to teachers. Galloway's (1979) obsenrations 

apply to such children: 

The cries and calls of nonverbal messages scream out to  

an unperceptive and insensitive world that you are here, 

you exist, you need to be recognised. (p. 198 ) 

It took the particular nature of one kindergarten research site 

to bump the crucial importance of movement data with young 

students to the foreground of my on-site research data, and 

subsequently to the foreground of my reflection. The site was 

dubbed the "silent kindergarten" (Cameron & Karsemeyer, 1998b), 

which should have been an oxymoron. The children in this classroorn 



brought 13 first languages between them to school. Verbal dialogue 

was virtually nonexistent. In reviewing three months of video tapes 

gathered on site, 1 discovered that turning off the sound did not 

diminish the available data. Bolstered by my prior training and 

practice as a dance therapist, and my more recent encounter with 

McNeill (1985, 1992) and Kendon's (1986) hypothesis that 

obsewing gestures affords direct observation of simultaneous inner 

speech, 1 intemally contextualised observations of research 

subjects within a continuum of kinaesthetically based experience. 

The kindergarten research project emerged as an example of 

how a "bodily-kinaesthetic" (Gardner, 1993, p. 205) perspective can 

play a unique role in researching populations whose primary 

semiotic currency is not words. When 1 searched for models of how 

to incorporate movement data in an ethnograpbic framework, 1 

noted that global references were the accepted nom. A 

quintessential example lies in the common phrase "then they 

danced", used to summarize rnyriads of movement expressions 

observed by anthropologists (Hanna, 1987, p. 8). Statements of 

"then they talked" would reduce verbal data to an equally 

impoverished representation. As aiticulated by Winter (1992): 

... the vast majority of nonverbal behaviour research 

does not actually focus on movement, but on stable 

body positions such as postures and gestures (eyebrow 

lie, eye contact, folded anns, nose wipe). This approach 

focuses attention on the result of the movement, rather 

than the quality of the movement itself. A movement 

based approach would observe the movement quality 

with which the individual folded the anns, even if it didn't 

appear t o  result in a fixed state, or end-goal, and thus 



migM be difficult to label. (p. 155) 

6.3 Labanotatiori 

Rudolf Laban's work, which provided me with words for 

expressing the phenomenological experience of the inner impulse to 

move, also introduced me to a frarnework for the notation, 

description and analysis of movement. Labanotation (Hutchison, 

1954) offers a comprehensive system of movement notation 

a Ho wing the pa rticipant-observer to record the what of movement 

as well as its how qualities. Laban terrned these the "effort-shape" 

dimensions of rnovement (Lamb, 1965). fts shorthand scripting 

system is a replicable method for describing and classifying the 

movements of a single individual as well as movernents in dialogue 

(Kalish, 1989, p. 123). 

Decades of practice and research in dance therapy document 

the effort-shape dimensions of movement as manifestation of 

intrapsychic processes as well as interactional communicative 

processes, evidence of both the internai and extemal functions of 

movement. Some researchers go further in analyzing "posture- 

gesture mergers" (Winter, Widell, Tniitt, and George-Falvy, 1989, 

p. 207) as the locus of the inception of thought, and generate 

personal profiles of subjects based on such data (Lamb, 1965; 

Lamb and Watson, 1979). Labanotation and analysis have spawned 

applications in child psychiatry, most notably by Kestenberg (1971, 

1975, 1979, 1992) who among other distinctions had an earlier 

career in neurology and worked with Anna Freud (Lewis and Loman, 

1990, p, 12). Applications in other clinical psychiatrie settings 

(Ruttenberg, Kalish, Wenar, and Wolf, 1977; Davis, 1991), analysis 

of mother-infant interactions (Loman, 1992), teacher education 



(Koren, 1992, 1994), management studies (Lemb & Turner, 1969), 

and of course dance notation and therapy have al1 drawn on the 

versatility of Labanotation and analysis. 

A brief synopsis of effort-shape terms follows, to facilitate the 

reader's access to Labanotation terminology. My purpose here is 

not to instruct the reader in the use of Labanotation but to 

introduce keywords, vocabulary which will be applied to individual 

cases and micro-interactions. It should be noted that Labanotation 

does not place positive or negative values on an individual's 

preferred qualities of movement. 

6.4 Inner EffWt and Outward Shape 

Laban identified that al1 movement, whether voluntary or 

involuntary (Thornton, 1971, p. 34), involves "attitudes" towards 

four "efforts elements": weight, time, space and flow (Laban, 1935, 

1956, 1971). Each effort element can be represented by polarities 

(Laban,l971, p. 84). The shape of movement in space combines 

with changes in attitude towards efforts, allowing for effort-shape 

notation and subsequent analysis. 

Effort reflects the inner world of the mover. Shape reflects the 

relationship to the apparent external world. I n  a recent work of 

fiction, Golden (1999) captures beautifully attitudes towards weight, 

time, space, and flow, that can be scripted in Labanotion: 

My arm passed through the air with great dignity of 

movement -not like a leaf fluttering h m  a tree, but Iike 

an ocean liner gliding through the water. (p. 153) 

A t  opposite poles of the continuum of flow, movements can be 

bound like the ocean liner's or free like a leaf's. Demonstrating 

attitude towards weight, movements can be strong, or light as if 



carried by the air. Attitude towards time can range h m  sustained 

as in gliding, to sudden. Elements of space relate to the direct or 

indirect pathways the body creates as it moves through space, a 

gliding ocean liner's path would be direct. 

The inner world of the mover, the experience of inner effort, 

has been a t  the core of my narrative. The external shape that a 

rnover assumes has been the secondary component. I n  effort- 

shape notation the latter is recorded in three domains: shape flow, 

directional movement and shaping. 

Shape flow involves changes by body parts away from, and 

towards the body centre. The overall effect is the shrinking or 

expanding of personal space: 

Shrinking serves movements promoting withdrawal h m  

the environment and people. Growing shapes can be 

seen as the expansion of the body to increase contact 

with the environment (Lewis & Loman,1990, p. 56) 

Gathering and scattering are other actions at the poles of shape 

f ow. 

Directional movement refers to vertical, horizontal or sagittal 

movement. Widening and narrowing, rising and sinking, advancing 

and retreating are directional shape action words. 

Shaping involves the body shaping ikelf, adapting to objects 

or their internalized images, creating convex or concave shapes. 

Shaping is affected by external forms, like a chair, or a lap. Through 

the shaping dimension the shape of objects can be changed, as in 

working with clay or painting. 

Applying effort-shape terminology to a specific milieu, the 

"silent kindergarten", is done to  show how simply and seamlessly 

movement terminology can be incorporated into "thick description". 



Labanotation and phenomenological lived-body experience inform 

al1 of my observations of children, but movement terms must be 

blended with other descriptive language to be accessible to  

researchers who are not familiar with effort-shape notation and 

analysis. 

6.5 Hovernent in the Kindergarken 

The action research project "Language Play Partners: An 

Interventionist Strategy in a Multilingual Kindergarten" (Cameron & 

Karsemeyer, 1998b), evolved in cooperation with teachers in 

response to  the "silent kindergarten" referred to earlier. An 

inte~ent ionist  strategy was generated in which five kindergarten 

subjects were paired with grade one language play partners of the 

same cultural-linguistic background with the goals of encouraging 

verbal language exchanges and facilitating curriculum access. Data 

was gathered by the other field researcher and myself and the 

teacher-practitioners who welcomed us in their classroorns. A 

videographer followed the project for three months; audiotapes 

were also made. 

Each researcher developed an analysis of the available data 

which informed our contribution to the direction of the action 

research projeb. As the subjects were selected because of their 

limited use of English as a second or third language, audiotaped 

dialogue transcripts yielded minimal data, especially at the 

beginning of the project. Oral language was not the children's 

principal mode of processing or communicating at school. 

The video tapes and researcher's notes on the other hand 

were rich in detail. Whitehouse's (1999) words capture the nature 

of what 1 observed: 



It is the movement of a child that speaks for him and of 

him. 1 have heard grown-ups greet a child by asking, 

'How are you?'. Usually he has no idea what to answer. 

One look at the way he stands and how he holds on to  

his mother, at his eyes which are down-cast or lifted to 

meet youn, and the grown-up need not have asked the 

question. (p. 34-35) 

Paralleling the descriptions of children h m  whom 1 learnt so 

much in treatment centres, the way that each child in the 

kindergarten study physically held themselves and navigated the 

classroom refiected different ways of learning, of knowing. 

Individual differences were evident through differences in effort- 

shape movement qualities. As the children's understanding of their 

environment progressed along with their level of social interaction 

with peers, the shift in the effort-shape qualities of their movements 

were observable as indicators of change prior to the recording of 

such progress by measurement of their oral language. 

Wong Fillmore (1979) brought to the foreground the 

importance of individual case study in "the acquisition of second 

languages by relatively young children in naturalistic settings where 

the language is not taught explicitly" (p. 204). Wong Fillmore (1979) 

also paired children in kindergarten and grade one with play 

partners and recorded their behaviour and oral language 

production. She summarised that the individual differences among 

the children: 

... had to do with the interaction between the nature of 

the task of learning a new language, the strategies that 

needed to be applied to the task, and the personal 

characteristics of the individuals involved ... a matter of 



social preference and perhaps of social confidence as 

well. ( p. 227) 

Reporting the effort qualities of the children in Our study contributed 

to the description of personal characteristics while the shape 

qualities augmented the social preference and social confidence 

data. 

Amrita 

Her movements were always very contained: she had few 

postural shifts, she would move her eyes and not her head to look 

about, she dramatically favoured gathering over scattering 

movements, retreating over advancing. When touched by another 

child, she would lean away (Figures 2-3). When rising h m  the floor 

or going from standing to sitting, the would take up as little space 

as possible. 

Amrita did not play with her peers. She spent most of the free 

play time standing almost immobile at the sand table with her 

hands in the sand or water, looking about at what the other 

children were doing. When we brought in a special snack for the 

group, she held up her cup seven times for a refill and ate eight mini 

doughnuts. From this movement behaviour, we concluded that she 

was hungry and our questions about this little girl intensified. 

Amrita did not speak at school. Even though she had been in 

the junior kindergarten program for almost seven months, her 

teacher and the teaching assistant did not know that she never 

uttered a word. She sat when it was time to sit, got in line, looked 

a t  books, though sometirnes these were held upside down. I n  

reviewing the videotapes we noted poignantly that she often chose 

books about food. She mouthed words to familiar songs along with 



the group and imitated the movements that went with them. She 

never smiled. W hen the warm weather came she sweated visibly 

under several layers of clothing. 

One day, when she was dropping her daughter off at  school, 1 

spoke with Amrita's mother. We spoke in French, as she was 

confident in that language. An elegant and articulate woman, 

Amrita's mother was astounded to hear that Amrita did not speak at 

school. Amrita was fluent in Somali and had met language 

milestones as expected. 

When the conversation turned to  questions of how the 

mother was finding living in Canada, her body's shape shifted 

dramatically: her chest 'collapsed' inward shrinking her shape, her 

eyes looked away, her words slowed. This was the same posture 

that her daughter Amrita most commonly presented in class. It was 

difficult she said. She had entered Canada a year eariier as a 

refugee and was tangled in the web of bureaucracy that held the 

key to her future here. She was alone with her 3 young children 

waiting for her husband to foin them but there was no immediate 

possibility of this. She said that she was always tired and looked 

forward to her youngest entering junior kindergaeen in the next 

school year so that she would be able to resume studying English 

and could eventually look for work. She felt isolated. We talked 

about possibilities of involvement with the strong Somali parent 

community through the school and of connecting with various social 

services. 

During this conversation, Amrita came by with her play 

partner. Amrita's mum wanted her to explain on the spot why she 

did not speak in school. Amrita visibly stiffened, her directional 

movement rising, her little fingers shrinking into tense fists. 



Intervening, 1 suggested that it was O.K., and not unique that 

Amrita was choosing not to speak a t  this stage. 1 volunteered that 

she had earlier enthusiasticall y copied her play partner in writing 

her name. The two girls scooted off to play. 

In  French, "Elle l'aime" can mean "She loves her" or "She likes 

her". It is the phrase that Amrita's mother used to share how Amrita 

spoke enthusiastically of her play partner at home. Amrita had been 

reporting on al1 of their activities, looking fomard to each visit. 

On the fourth visit by the play partners to the kindergarten, 1 

sat on the side and observed their entry into the class. As the first 

child entered, Amrita who was Sitting in a group on the fioor with 

her classrnates, sat up tall, stretching to see. It was the most 

expansive shape that 1 had seen her use thus far. When she 

spotted her partner, a faint smile came to her face -it was the first 

that 1 had obsewed. Amrita quickly shifted over to  make a space on 

the floor for her partner. This was the first quick, direct movement 

by her that 1 could note. She gave her partner a brief glance then 

looked in the direction of the teacher who was leading an activity. 

The Iittle srnile remained on her face (Figure 4). 

Amrita's play partner had been coached to  encourage her to  

use words or sounds. In the final weeks of the study, Amrita started 

to whisper the single words "yes" or "no", into her play partner's 

ear to voice choices, adding to their repertoire of head nods, looks, 

and other gestures and postures. On the last day of our 

videotaping, as if scripted for a 'movie of the week', Amrita, finally 

dressed in light summer garb, was the last child t o  run to her class 

frorn the picnic celebration we held. She turned t o  the camera, 

waived, and called out "goodbye", her first publically audible word 

at school. Our hearLs leapt. 



Comment: 

Amrita, was in the "silent period" (Krashen &TerreIl, 1983) of 

language acquisition. How individual children cope or behave dunng 

such a period is not outlined in the literature on second language 

acquisition. Such details are important in understanding the learning 

style and level of understanding of a child in order to match these 

with the "cornprehensible input" (Krashen, 1982, 1983, 1985) 

necessary for language development. Amritars silence was rich with 

meaning; there is no such entity as meaningless motor activity 

(Critchley, 1963, p. 182). She provided an invaluable illustration of 

how a kindergarten child can rely on movement semiotics. That her 

teachers were not aware of her silence confirmed the "invisibility" of 

those who have not mastered the target oral language. The 

lea rning evidenced through her movement was also invisible. 

Amritars first report cards were full of checks in the "has not 

yet demonstrated" column. Scoring her on expected outcomes 

reinforced the "deficit" model. Yet Amrita was intensely attentive, 

engaged in moment to moment deciphering of a strange language, 

strange games, strange routines. The effort-shape data brings her 

work to light. Amrita gradually grew a full srnile: this was the 

movement that was noted and commented on by the teaching staff. 

During the time frame of Our study, Arnrita made huge 

changes. The magnitude of the changes was evidenced by the shift 

in the effort-shape qualities of her movement yet oral language 

remained non existent. The following year, in grade one, Amrita 

made huge advances in oral language expression. Her verbal 

behaviour had been predicted by her movement behaviour. 



Elli had a very rich movement vocabulary. Transitioning 

smoothly between strong direct bound movement qualities and 

light, indirect, free ones as situations warranted, she favoured the 

advancing and scattering patterns associated with an affinrty for 

involvement (Kalish, 1989, p. 128). She confidently initiated physical 

contact with peers, even when their postural communications 

discouraged it (Figure 5). There were a lightness and bounce in her 

step and her pony tails were alwayr dancing. 

When I first observed Uli, I was sitting at the back of the class 

taking notes and awaiting the scheduled anhral of other mernbers 

of the research team. Elli strode into the room. Her movernents 

flowed, involving al1 parts of her body in a harmonious way. Without 

slowing her step she looked about, glanced a t  me briefiy, and 

headed to the nexus of activity: a gathering of children on the 

carpet around the attendance chah She found her name amongst 

the cards and placed i t  in the appropriate pouch, signalling her 

presence. Without a word being spoken, it was clear that Eili was 

cornfortable and confident moving about in the kindergarten. 

Elli's limited English did not limit her authority. Using regulatory 

language in the form of short two to four word phrases (Le. "give 

me", "corne", "this", "now", "sit", "wanna do this", "me wan to ie) 

she told others what to do at  the attendance chart, demonstrated 

for those who did not understand, watched the movernent of her 

peers as they chose seating, handed out name cards to children 

who hesitated in finding thein, hugged one child in greeting. During 

the singing that followed the attendance routine, Elli sang familiar 

songs louder than most others so that her voice was always 

audible. Not knowing many words, she sang the last syllable of one 



she knew untit she came to the next familiar one. She echoed al1 

words the teacher wanted repeated when he was introducing body 

parts, she crossed the fioor to sit with a different friend mid-adivity, 

without missing ô beat. 

Eli was a master of group dynamics, undisruptively leaning 

towards friends on both sides of her, making eye contact with many 

others and continuously surveying the activity of all. Her hand shot 

up when the class was asked who was ready to choose a free-play 

activity. She chose dress-up, as I later learned this was her custom. 

1 was in awe, particularly as until that point, with the exception of 

the songs and rhymes, Elli had used no more than fifteen different 

English words. 

Problems arose when we tried to pair €111 with a play partner, 

Rachel. Efli was not pleased: Rachel got in her way, slowed her 

down, Iimited her mobility. Elli would turn abniptly frorn a shared 

activity, leaving Rachel xurrying after her. A t  the cornputer, EHi 

btocked Rachel's view of the screen to exdude her involvement 

(Figure 6). It was extreme to the point of being hilarious except of 

course for Rachel who valiantly attempted to engage Uli in play and 

conversation. Efli's message was dear. To Rachel's relief, we 

decided that Elli didnt need a partner. 

Much to our surprise, once the pairing was abandoned, Uli 

spontaneously began to involve play partners in her play and move 

in and out of activities shared by other partners. During one visit, 

she managed for an eigM minute period to involve ail five play 

partners in a scenario she was developing in the dress-up centre. 

As long as we respected her personal level of independence and 

control, Elli would grace us wmi her invdvernent. 

An important example of flli's learning style was recorded one 



day when she amved at the kindergarten waiving a piece of paper 

with illustrations she had taken from advertising fiyers. Striding up 

to me she waived it in my face and pointed anirnatedly at the page 

"Me do, me do". Holding it, 1 responded: "Oh, you glued pictures 

on!". A big srnile beamed back. Then she was off to the teacher 

assistant waiving and dedaring: "1 glue, 1 glue" while making 

repeated cutting motions with her fingers and nodding her head 

h m  side to side very quiddy. The assistant said: "Nice Eîli, you cut 

and glued the pichires yourxlf!". More smiks, and Elli was off once 

again, this time to the teacher. Cesticulating anirnatedly she 

declared: "Mr. Gordon, Mr. Gordon, I glue, 1 cut, 1 glue, me do". 

"Great, Elli" he responded. 

When Hi's brother, a student at the local high school, came to 

the dassroom for her one day, we chatted about his sistefs 

language at home. Born in Canada, 8 1  had always spoken 

Cantonese wfth ail family members. Some exceptions had ansen 

since she had started school. These usuafly involved a school-like 

activity such as playing with her toys or doing something with 

paper. On such occasions EUi would often chat away in language 

that  sounded to the brother like part Cantonese, part English (he 

himself had native fiwncy in both languages). The odd 'reat" word 

would pop out but mostly he said t was a Wnd of gibberish. He 

laughed because she always expected him to understand and of 

course to follow her directions which she made explicit through 

movement, pointing and nudging him to task completion. 

Cointncnt : 

Rh was a dramatic counterpoint for Amrita: al1 of her effort- 

shape attitudes were at  opposite ends of the continuums. For the 

duration of the enttre project, the two girîs never interacted, they 



were living in different movement worlds, worlds that their 

movement profiles help describe. 

Arguably the 'star' of the kindergarten, Efli relied heavily on 

movement. In the "cut and glue" episode, she prompted those 

around her with her movements to "feed" the words she wanted to 

use, collaging t k m  like her artwork and savouring the success. This 

modeled the same strategy that toddlers use in pairing physical 

understanding with words; adults add the scaffolding of verbal 

language ta the baseline ofchildren's ptlysical knowtedge and 
experirnentatan. 

Many power reiationship issues were worked out through 

movement by Etti and other children. Moving away abruptty from a 

demanding peer, tuming her back on speakers she did not agree 

with, standing above a simng child who was dominating a game, 

refusing to let go of the steering wheel of a pretend car during a 
difference over where the pretend family should drive... €Hi used her 

tiny body efficiently and effectively. 

Elfi's movements were part of the currency in all of her 

interactions. Her cornpetence in movement minored a "concomitant 

degree of success in other related social skills" (kldman, White, 

and Lobato, 1982, p. 259). 

Vuli 

Yuli's movement profile was quite different to the other 

children's in that his transitions from one effort quality to another 

seemed to tack a transitional phase or an extemal catalyst. For 

example, he would be squatting on the carpet ploying with toy cars 

in a bound, direct way then he would pop up to a standing position, 

visually scan the rmm and float off to another activity using indirect, 



free movement qualities. H i s  one consistent effort quality was 

lightness. 

Content to play alone, Yuti nonetheless responded very 

positively to having a play partner, who like him was Somali. At  the 

beginning of the research, YuH used a minimal vocabulary of 

approximately 30 words. His play was accompanied by sound 
effectç of cars or animals. With a partner present, joint construction 

projects were undertaken, animals were divided up and assigned 

cfearly detineated temtories. Yuti did not imitate or initiate speech 

with his paroier. He did imitate and initiate movement interactions 

and %und effects. 

Concerned that the partnering might not prove pfoductive in 

encouraging verbal fanguage, either Somali or English, we studied 

the videotapes to mfonn a decision. What stood out was that the 

two boys seemed to move about the room as one, often holding 

hands or shoulders, Yuü leaning on his partnet when Sitting. Their 

hands regularly reached for the same object; without conflict they 

wauld manoeuvre it to its intended destination. As shown 

(Figure 7), their body shapes intertwined comfortably. With his 

partner, Yuli's movement patterns induded more tluid transitions 

betw een contrasting effort qualities. The boys shared very similar 

movement qualities, patterns and relationships to space. W e  

decided to continue with the experiment, leaving them paired. 

Early in the research projet, we took the kindergarten 

children upstairs in the xhool to spend time with their partneo in 

their grade one classroorn. Blending in as usual during carpet time 

when chiidren are fead by the teacher, Yufi startled us with his 

constant movement about the classroorn when the children were 

invited to explore. He moved quiddy around the ciass picking up 



everything he could, moving things about, and zooming from one 

objed to another. A t  an alarming pace, the set-up of the classroom 

was being unravelled as aft projects toppled over, book displays 

collapsed, juice spilt. It looked Iike a dernolition team was moving 

through as Yuli scurried about. We were relieved that the visit that 

had been planned was short. 

We were equally surprised when the following week, Yuli 

staeed talking. Jumping from isolated English words and sound 

effects to full sentences, Yuli shinned us with his ability to verbally 

convey details of what he was doing or wanted to do. Though he 

stiff did not engage much in dialogue, he made many fu f f  sentence 

statements to or about his ptay partner (Le. "1 am making this for 

him" "1 am going ta the bathroom now"). This stage was soon 

foltowed by a period of ardent question asking of his ptay parhier or 

any adult present, accompanied by his standing very close to them 

to assert his readiness to be listeneci tu. Specifically, he stood close 

to you, usually gently tapping your a m  or kg, untii you paid him 

attention. 

Towards the end of the project, we  heard reports that Yuli 

and his play partner sometimes played together outside of the 

dassroom. One day when we were in line with the kindergarten 

class on the way to the auditorium to see a ptay, Yuli spotted his 

parhier in another line heading to the stairs. Like a sharp, 

unexpected whistle, Yuli's voice bellowed his partner's name down 

the hall, a definite break of hallway behaviour protocol. When his 

partner turned around to see him and srnile, Yuti's vertical shape 

grew visibfy as he declared emphatically: "He is MY ftiend.". 



Comment= 

Yuli was another child for whom recording the pattern of oral 

language use alone would have yielded little information. In hls 

case, movement data was mort vafuable in reaching the decision to 

keep him with his play partner. Like Louisa at Adventure Place 

whose faster parents showed littk evidence of the skilts identifiecf 

to help her, movement observations substantiated a depth of 

retationship. 

Yuli's dramatic shift in movement pattern foreshadowed his 

shift in oral language use' Amrita's did also, though with her, the 

evidence o f  mis was not as immdiate. The link between a change 

in effort-shape qualiaes of movement matched with changes in 

language or social behaviour is consistent with expectations within 

dance therapy where mind and body seen are functianaUy linked 

(Rtt, 1988, p. 278). Micheline's progr- at the treatment centre 

was simifarly encoded. 

Crista 

Strong, directt bound movernents were Crista's favoured 

repertoire. They were pnmarily advancing and scattering. Light, 

indirect movernents were almost nonexistent in her patterns. The 

latter were the movement qualities of her assigned play partner, 

Marta. 

Crista's regular role as police officer during dress-up suited 

her well (Figure 8). The play partner pairing resulted in Crista 

prornptty asserting a dominance that Marta was visibly 

uncornfortable with. In Matta's words, her partner was "too bossy". 

She gave a huge sigh of relief when told we were changing her 

partner. Because Crista left the class shortly thereafter, the change 



was implemented without difficuity. 

Commentr 

Initially, play partners had been assigned with the goal of 

rnatching cultural background and first languages. Hence, Crista 

was assigned Ma-, another Greek girl. Marta's rnovements were 

ail light and indirect, almost completely retreating and gathering: 

the opposite of Crista's. Their contrasting movement qualities 

helped us understand their la& of success as partners. A better 

balance of power was between Crista and Elli: Elli evaded much of 

Crista's control by responding with indirect movements that were 

bound and shong when Cristars confrontational direct movements 

intruded. Elli's shape never shrank when Crista approached, unlike 

most of the other children in the class. 

Neither ElHL parher Rachel nor Crista's partner Marta tokd us 

that they wanted to abandon their pain'ng. Their movement 

behaviaur provided the evidence of their unhappiness. Their shapes 

shrunk as they became tess and tess satisfied with their pairing 

refationship; iight attitude towards weight was replaced by finn, 

their movement flow became more bound as each session went on, 

sustained movements replacing sudden ones as they struggled to 

attend to their responsibilities. For them it was work, not play. The 

movement indicators were dear when each girl was asked about re- 

assignrnent: sudden, direct, expansive movements meant a dear 

"Yes! ". 

Hasna 

Like Amrita, Hama was w~ia l ly  isolated. She afso favoured 

shnnking and retreating movement shapes and direction (Figure 9). 

Her first language was Swahili. Hasna became MarLa's new play 



paener. With the exception of Amrita whose play partner was 

English Canadian, this was our only pairing of children with différent 

fit* languages and cultural backgrounds. We had learnt from Our  

mismatch of Marta and Christa. What Amrita and Marta shared were 

identica l movement profiles: both favoured light, indirect, bound 

movements with a predominance of shrinking and retreating 

shapes. Marta spoke in a very soft voice, head tiked down, eyes 

iooking up at  you; Hasna looked out at the world from the same 

posture (Figure 10). Marta's movements did offer opportunity for 

modelling expansion of Hasna's profile: when with friends, Marta 

coutd indude some use of direct movernent qualities. 

The expression "a meeting of kindred spirits" cornes to mind 

as best representing what we observed upon introducing the 2 

girfs. They both stooâ immobile, heads digMly bowed, iooking at 

each other. Neither showed any tension in their bodies. After a 

pause of several seconds, Marta smiled softfy and Hasna responded 

in kind. Marta raised her eyebrows and asked quietly: "Do you want 

to go and play?". Hasna raised her eyebrows and nodded 

downward (usually nods of agreement start with and upward 

move). They walked off in the direction suggested by Marta, the 

table with paper, pencils and markers. This was to be their regular 

meeting place. 

For the duration of the study, the girls travelled together t o  

various acüvity centres in the classroom. During one vis* to the 

dress-up centre, Marta helped ilasna adorn herself beautifully, 

Hasna retuming the service; then the 2 costumed "princesses' 

glided on to another activity. Something about the beauty and 

gentleness of these two girk needs to be induded for their 

description to be representative. Neither ever spoke or moved in a 



rough or aggressive way; Marta assurned a leadership rote that 

involved constant checking in with Hasna about whether she was in 

agreement with the direction. They were most kind to  each other. 

The girfs' activity of choice was "playing xhool", something 

that Marta introduceû. Such a game had not k e n  observed in the 

kindergarten previously. It invdved Marta "teaching" tfasna. They 

would set out materials and the tessons could be about addition, 

drawing, wtiting. Marta would give verbal instruction and nonverbal 

dernonstration and Hasna would imitate her. Marta regulariy 

followed the same instructions henelf so that they mirrord each 

other's movements. Hasna was always incredibly attentive, her 

chair snug next to Marta's, their shape a unified sculpture. The 

videographer's close ups of their shared work showed that what 

went on the paper, did not necessarily match what was said or- 

intended. Such was the case with addition problems that Marta 

"taught" but had not yet mastered herseW. The play and physical 

closeness were much mare important than the product. 

In her final report card, Hasna's Iimited English speech was 

noted dong with her being "a confident child with a lovely smile". 

This confidence and the smile were both grown in collaboration with 

Marta as neither was evident prior to the play partnering. 

Connntnti. 

The play partner intervention proved very fruithl for Hasna, 
resulting in the observable transformation of her movement 

qualities from indirect, light and bound to direct, ligM and bound. 

Hasna's movement experimentatiun with direct attitudes towards 

space was done within the safety of the interactions with her 

partner Marta. Marta herself had lirnited the use of direct qualities to  

within a few safe relatiomhips. For Marta, directness involved too 



great a risk of rejection. Marta maintained direct movement qualities 

with a larger number of children as play parnering responsibilities 

built her self-confidence. 

A t  the beginning of the project 1 had assessed Hasna's 

literacy skills by in te~ iewing her, and looking at a book with her. 

Between my questions and her answers, which would consist of 

nodding or painting, Hasna took pauses of up to twelve seconds 

where other children would commonly take under five. Her very 

veFtical movement shape suggested to me that she was attentive 

even though her gaze wandered about the horizon after each 

question. Sure enough, she would refocus and answer 

appropriately. The slow rhythm of Hasna's responses had a 

sustained effort quafity about them, to me evidence of engagement 

with the tasic. When Marta started to work wia, Hasna, she 

intuitive1 y allowed her the same extended response time. S he 

would sit expectantly during ttiese pauses which were longer 

whenever a new subject was introduced. Her own movement 

quaiities being very sustained and bound, she did not show 

impatience or restlessness. 

Hasna's teacher was mort surprised to discover how much 

she understood and had mastered. His assessments of her 

performance level were drastically lower. Attention to  her movement 

qualities and nonverbal communications meant that her progress 

was no longer "invisible'. 

6.6 C ~ m m m t P  Childm 

Following each v i s l  by the grade one play partners to the 

kindergarten, a debriefing session was held. During this time, we as 

researchers dialogued with the children about their experiences in 



the kindergarten, their feelings, thoughts, ideas, and concems. We 

invited comments on their perception of how things were going. We 

also let them have lots of space to move about in as they talked. 

The flow of the debriefing sessions often shifted from 

sustained to sudden, what 1 affecüonately refer to as "popcorn" 

time: sitting in a row on the bench in the hall, one child would share 

an idea and like the heat under a pot, the idea would animate 

everyone's bodies, the other "kernels". When ideas were really 

cooking, the kids would pop up sirnukaneously, anns exploding 

beyond gestures to whole body movements, shooting words into 

the conversation whenever there was a space, like popcom in a 

pot. In contrast, a t  other times the children kept their bodies 

relatively still until an idea would push forth a postural shift, and the 

words and movements would spiIl out. 

One of the many delights of working with children is their 

ability to state the obvious. It was dunng debriefing sessions that 

the grade one students made two statements that impacted 

tremendously on our research conclusions (Cameron 8 Karsemeyer, 

1998b). The first statement was "Oh, you want us to be TAWNG 

partners, not PLAY partners!" , the second , "mey know Engl&h rww 
well now" (Cameron & Karsemeyer, 1998b). 1 am still peeling layers 

of meaning from both sentences. 

To the children, language wialin play cwld not exist as a 

separate goal. Placing speech in the foreground involved an artificial 

hierarchy . The comment "Oh, you want us to be TAWNG partners, 

not PLAY pattners!'was feed-back on the imposition of Our rubric 

over theirs. They had not shrunk cornmunicating ta talking (Bniner, 

1983, p. 31), which in tum informed their second statement: Vhey 

know Englkh nowa . The children from the grade one class 



had intuitively responded to the movement behaviour of their 

kindergarten play parhiers; this inforrned their analysis of their 

partner's progress in communicative abiüty, overshadowing their 

lack of oral language cornpetence. 

Given open ended possibilities, the children had done what 

came naturally with their younger partners: they played within a 

syncretic fusion of movement, imagery and ernotion. The play 

partners' syncretic fusion of modalities permitted them to -te, 

even when chatlenged &y us, that their partners no longer needed 

talking partners because al1 understood each other very welt. As in 

Wong Fillmore's (1979) study of children of similar age: 

&cause the friends believe that the leamers coufd 

understand them, and that communication between 

them was possible, they included them in activities and 

conversations, and this allowed the leamers to assume 

roles in social situations end activities that made sense 

to them, and gave them an opportunity to observe and 

acquire the kind of language children use in these 

activities, despite their initial inability to speak or 

understand the language. (p. 210) 

The "kind of language' that children use in their activities has a 

substantial movement component. Current brain theory is finally 

catching on: 

The gestalt hemisphere begins development and 

enlargement between the ages of fwr and seven, white 

the logic hemisphere doesn't enlarge until ages seven to 

nine. The most natural way, then, for children to learn 

when first in school at  age five and six is through image, 

emotion and spontaneous movement. 



(Hannaford, 1995, p. 83) 

The children in the fonnerly silent kindergarten formed 

community with their classrnates and play partners. Lang uage 

acquisition was a byproduct. The first strategies they used had 

"nothing to do with learning a language" and a lot to do with "the 

problem of establishing social relations" (Wong Fillmore, 1979, 

p. 208). Within these relations, "The forces of power, control, 

influence, motivation, self-esteem, and interpersonal understanding 

are al1 related to the interplays of nonverbal exchange in the 

classroom" (Galloway, 1979, p. 198). 

With the help of their play parhiers, the kindergarten children 

developed a sense of belonging, merging their solitary rnovement 

pathways first with their play partners' and later with their 

classrnates'. The entire environment was transfomed, from the 

voice and soundscapes to the physical contents and lay-out of the 

room. Paley (1979), whose kindergarten cbss reflections are known 

for their insightfulness, uses words that could have been my 

surnmary of what transpired in the course of the research project: 

W e  were touched by a sense of community. Talking with 

our bodies first and then with one voice made us look at 

each other with a new feeling of belonging. (p. 118) 
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Sdioding and Beyond 

7.1 School Pnctïce with Young Children 

The use of personal narrative of my "lived experience" 

(Clandinin and Connelly, 1988) in this reflection is framed by an 

inclusive definition of curriculum as "one's life course of action ... the 

paths we have followed and those we intend to follow" (Clandinin & 

Connelly, 1988). My reflection on "lived experience" as cumculum 

has been greatly facilitated by the paradigm of holistic education 

(Miller, 1988, 1990), where the boundaries of cumculum study 

cornmonplaces are blurred. Subject matter, learner, teacher and 

milieu (Schwab as quoted in Clandinin & Connelly, 1992) are not 

discrete categories when as a holistic educator I also see myself as 

a learner, the milieu is wherever my body-mind and spirit are 

present, and the primary subject is transformation. 

Since the holistic paradigm does not dictate a pattern for 

extemal cumcular fomi, before entering teaching as a profession 1 

investigated what examples might exist of the application of its 

theories. The Waldorf school system, based on the work of Rudolf 

Steiner (Hamood, 1967), remains most inspirational. Ultimately 

though, 1 was reminded that it is my conceptual base as a teacher 

that informs the personal form of my practice. This is not dissimilar 

to the absence of requisite practice within Quakerism which 

advocates direct experience of the divine without dictating rituals or 

observances. 

While highlighting the value of narrative inquiry as research 

methodology, Clandinin and Connelly (1992) nonetheless warn that 

while "research may yield generalisations and theoretical 



constnicts ... if they cannot be shown to aid school practices, the 

research work will have been something other than cunicular". 1 

have corne to value movement as "an indispensable part of 

learning, and thinking" (Hannaford, 1995, p. 107). My  contribution to 

school practice, the form infonned by rny conceptual base, therefore 

hinges on including body-mind and spirit sensibilities in my school 

practice, particularly with young children. 

Much school practice still perpetuates a transmissive mode1 of 

teaching (Miller & Seller, 1973), the "banking" approach where the 

student's role is that of passive receiver of knowledge (Freire, 

1973), and "deposits" by the teacher are O u r  "investrnent" for the 

future. Generally the brain is where these deposits are aimed, as if 

our bodies were coin banks with dots in Our heads as the preferred 

point of insertion. Dewey (1916) expressed strongly his opposition 

to transmissive school pradice which does not value direct personal 

experience, the body-mind cornerstone: 

It would be impossible to state adequately the evil 

results which have flowed from this dualism of mind and 

body, much less to  exaggerate them. Some of the more 

striking effects, may, however, be enumerated. In part 

bodily activity becomes an intnider. Having nothing, so it 

is thought, to do with mental activity, it becomes a 

distraction, an evil to be contended with. (p. 141) 

The routines of school "contribute to the dismernberment of 

the body" (Levin, 1985, p. 201) by treating the body as a 

distraction, or worse, as evil. Contemporary variation on 

dismemberrnent focuses on developing Our extensions, growing up 

cyborg "between the extremes of disembodiment presented by the 

possibilities of life in cyberspace and the complete reduction to  



embodiment posited for production workers" (Croissant, 1998, 

p. 285). Journalist Tracy Kidder (as quoted in Gardner, 1991), 

describes how embodiment is usually handled in schools: 

Put  twenty or more children of roughly the sarne age in a 

lime m m ,  confine them to desks, make them wait in 

lines, make them behave. It is as if a secret cornmittee, 

now lost to history, had made a study of children and, 

having figured out what the greatest numbers were 

least disposed to do, declared that al1 of them should do 

it. (p. 138) 

These lines echo my earliest memories of schooling, muting the 

voice of my body. 1 am saddened that the description still fits most 

school environments. 

If Our bodies are fully involved in the quest for experience and 

learning (Hannaford, 1995, p. 31), our school practices should 

consciously include them as a teaching-learning modality, as argued 

by Gardner (1991). Instead, we engage only a fraction of Our 

"psychophysical" (Dewy, 1987, p. XVIII) potential: 

When 1 colour at home my whole body holds the crayon. 

When 1 colour at school just rny head holds the crayon. 

My teacher is teaching me to colour inside the lines. 

(Buttignol, 1998, p. 299) 

Providing the space to move as many kindergartens do is an 

important beginning to capitalising on the most natural way for 

young children to leam, through image, emotion and spontaneous 

movement (Hannaford, 1995, p. 83). In the "silent kindergarten", 

this was not enough. Play partners generated the requisite 

catalyst, modelling and inviting fuller engagement. Their nonverbal 

scaffolds supported the younger peers' "colouring with their whole 



body". 

When as teachers we "re-call" (Koren, 1992) Our own bodies, 

our increased awareness of movement as a nonverbal tool benefits 

our practice (Koren, 1992, p. 169), benefits Our students. We can 

provide the nonverbal scaffolding that is so essential to our 

youngest ones. Unfortunately, the potency of nonverbal 

communication is greatly ignored in teacher training even though 

"empathy and perceiving and responding with warmth is better 

conveyed on the nonverbal than the verbal level" (Wolfgang, 1979, 

p. 171). The grade one play partners did not need to be coached in 

such semiotia, they demonstrated fluency and their young charges 

responded in kind. 

A t  the treatment centres, the children taught me how deeply 

meaningful movement semiotics can be. Movernent semiotia are not 

a matter of "emotional incontinence" (Famell, 1995, p. 9) but rkhly 

layered levels of meaning. "Listening" to young children who 

developmentally süII have fluent access to motor meaning making 

includes "listening" to their movement messages: 

It is essential that we learn to read the silent 

communications as easily as the printed and spoken 

ones. Only by doing so can we also reach other people, 

both inside and outside Our national boundaries, as we 

are increasingly required to do. (Hall, 1959, p. 6) 

Dewey's prescription for practice that includes body-mind 

wisdom celebrates the potential of the arts to implode direct 

experience, phenomenologically rich lived-body proprioceptions, into 

education. "Art as Experience" (Dewey, 1934) is a treatise t o  this 

vision : 

What the arts help us recover is not prior knowledge, 



but instead prior experience, the world we once grasped 

in al1 its immediate glory. (Dewey as quoted in 

Dykhuizen, 1973, p. 30) 

For young children, the arts are naturally integrated: when 

they speak they sing and dance, when they paint, they dance and 

sing, when they sing, their bodies move to the rhythrns of their 

words, when they play dress-up, the drama spills out in their 

changed movements and voice ... In  the "silent kindergarten", 

everyone was engaged during music at cirde time, as well as during 

the movement activities in the gym. The impact of the partnerships 

was demonstrated by the liveliness that erupted in the previously 

deserted dress-up and house centre. Not surprisingly, in a summary 

of research, the Ontario Arts Council (1997) concluded that: 

"research shows that arts education programs result in 

measurable gains in student motivation and 

achievernent in reading, writing and mathematics." 

(P* 34) 
When the arts are alive in a school, the vibrancy of their creative 

connections and the multi-layering of semiotic systems spark the 

entire curriculum. 

1 have taken literally Nachmanovitch's (1990) description of 

the teacher's art being "to connect, in real tirne, the living bodies of 

the students with the living body of the knowledge" (p. 20). The 

first step for me as a teacher within the holistic paradigrn has been 

to connect to, and value my own lived-body experience thereby "re- 

membering" my body. Inevitably, this has affected my practice wi th  

young children. 1 usually sit on the floor with my kindergarten 

students, 1 roll around in the gym, 1 skip down the hall. 1 accept 

their huge hugs and affectionate pats, and jump in delight when 



they are burstingly proud of some achievement. 1 closely watch their 

movement responses to their work and to their peers. 1 also stand 

above them when asserting leadership, 1 hush their bodies when 

announcements need to  be heard, 1 nudge them out of physical 

lethargy when they are discouraged. 1 encourage my kindergarten 

students to  listen to the stories their bodies carry, and 1 invite them 

to dance their stories for me, with me, and each other. 

7.2 Where Stories Are Rtnitnrbered 

As we grow more comfortable with our own bodies and 

confident in O u r  movement expression, we deepen Our 

understanding of the messages from within and from outside of our 

physical boundaries. We deepen our understanding of O u r  personal 

and collective stories, and we can imagine and experiment with 

change: 

. . . becorning conscious of our movement habits and 

bringing them to the attention of the conscious mind, 

allow us the opportunity to change our patterning. 

Changing movement patterns can have resonance for 

our emotional and spiritual lives.. . 
(Steinman, 1986, p. 18) 

Movement meditation can replace stimulus-response physiological 

mechanics. Attending to  young children's physical presence and 

movement has been for me the door to  recognising that potential. 

A question by Steinman (1986), based on the assumption of 

the transformative impact of attending to the lived-body experience, 

lead me through my refiection: 

After we have located Our physical voices, felt them 

issue forth fimm the breath with which we warm Our 



bellies, what kinds of dories are we going to te117 

(P. 113) 

This narrative inquiry has told of  my experience of the source in my 

body where stories are remembered, lodged in my "nerves, 

muscles, and joints" ( Steinman, 1986, p. 113). 

The prirnary quest in my sharing this story was to convey a 

sense of the power and importance of the experience of human 

embodirnent. Martha Graham (as quoted in Nachmanovitch, 1990), 

whose life is testirnony to the power of movement, voices the 

challenge: 

There is a vitality, a life force, an energy, a quickening, 

that is translated through you into action, and because 

there is only one of you in al1 time, this expression is 

unique. (p. 25) 

Our physical organism is Our ground reference (Darnasio, 1994, 

p. XVI) and the basis for Our discovery of other. 

The greatest counterpoint to "ethnocentricity that has 

perrneated our spoken-language-centred approaches to systems of 

meaning" (Famell, 1995, p. 7) is Our own ontogeny. Our neonate 

body that we stretched and moulded is evidence of our life's 

ecology and evolution. Our body is the text of our most personal 

stories. When working with children, we are reminded of the 

imrnediacy of these stories, unfiltered through verbal language. 

There is a paradox however in the holisrn of body-mind and 

spirit examined in this reflection: 

This degree of "wholeness" mu* not be confused, 

however, with the "unity" or oneness with al1 things, 

about which spiritual systems talk. The crucial difference 

is that non-dualistic spiritual approaches aim a t  



transcending al1 boundaries, to achieve a unity without 

any separation or limitation. (Sandweiss, 1985, p. 61) 

Movement does have the potential to serve as "...a gateway to  and 

a medium for the unfolding unity of being" (Koren, 1994, p. 33). Our 

physical lethargy and entropy are appropriate reminders of how far 

we have come as well as the extent of the journey ahead. There is 

a certain humbleness that cornes with working with one's body, 

"every day one must start anew. Every moming the body is slightly 

stiff; one begins slowly to find that day's voice, that day's 

movements" (Steinman, 1986, p. 24). 

7.3 The Dance of Ufe Spirals Upward 

The end of my dance with Jaya has not yet come. In our 

choreography, after traversing the fields of conception, birth, 

infancy, childhood and adolescence, we projected a time when 1 am 

old and our roles revened. Jaya cradled my body, rocking it as 1 had 

rocked hers in the opening part of Our dance. The circular spotlight 

illuminated this precious image as the rest of the stage grew dark. 

1 now know that something was omitted from the dance. It 

was the next point along the continuum, the spiral into my releasing 

my body, my death. To represent that, the lights would have been 

totally extinguished after Jaya's enfolding. The spotlight would have 

flashed on again to rest on Jaya sitting alone as 1 had before her 

birth. 1 would cirde her light and then leave the stage. 

I n  the natural order of things, a mother sheds her body before 

her child does. 1 had never imagined wishing for death, possibly 

because of having been spared any great unsurmountable pain in 

my life. 1 look forward to aging as 1 see rny own mother's joy of 

living. Perhaps that is why 1 was so jarred by the "fifties something" 



woman at a neighbouring table in a restaurant declaring: "1 hope 1 

die before 1 am sixty-five". Her overheard statement distils the 

attitude of our culture towards the body. Elaborated on by my 

dining neighbour, i t  encapsulates the logical conclusion of a "body 

as object" philosophy. My body ages in an age of designer genes 

and surgical sculpture. What 1 have learned from embodiment is not 

valued in a culture of disposables. 

As I sjt in the restaurant, I m e m b e r  an old blind woman in the 

centre of a daaened m m  in rural Nova Scotb. She is my bmther-in- 

la w 's grandmother. Her radance dra ws my t e r  to her hp. She 

enfolds him to know his Ibnn. Her easy laughter makes my heart swell 

with joy, with inspiration. 1 remember a similar scene in Indb with my 

other child, then eleven. She koked tonvard daiw to nesting in the hp  

of another blind woman who had travelkd to Indria to "see" Sai &&. 

I want to tell my dining neighbour about my parents, about my 

grandmothets, aôout my Mend Hershel who turned seventy last week, 

about Anna Halpnn's vibrant dance a t  seventy-nine, about Ibrahim 

Femr who at eighty-six heu me in rapture as he sang and danced for a 

packed concert audience. I want to tell her what a giR ït is to have 

these over sixty-fwes in my wonM and how the grand&ijdren she 

speaks of need her to belkve in her intrinsic value Ibr them to believe 

in their own. I want to thank her for her embodiment and tell her to 

trust that psin and wrinkles teach us something too. Of course, I must 

also tell myself these things as I kave my mk of mothenng behind and 

open to what my forty-seven year oM pm-menopausal b w  brings. Hot 

flashes and mood swings mix with energy surpes and insights while 

the consumer tarpet gmup I have bewme part of is showered with 

anti-aging aids. 



Dance continues to serve as my mantra. It was over four 

years ago that West African dance appeared as the new dance forrn 

in my life. As with previous ones, it matched rny state perfectly, 

sewing me on many levels: 

Dance and religion merge in Africa to permit the 

articulation into a semantic system of sensory 

experiences, diffuse and disorganized emotions, and 

personal and social conflicts. Dance often mediates 

between individual and society, human and 

supematural, time and space, good and evil. 

(Hanna, 1987, p. 126) 

1 am studying African dance with COBA, the Collective of Black 

Artists. On hot summer nights, the air is thick with sweat and 

breath. Black flesh glistens. Drums carry bodies beyond natural 

limits and a trance-like state sets in. We ride the rhythms 

transrnitted from generation to generation, moving in ways handed 

down from teacher to  apprentice. 

"Dance as kinetic symbolism vis-B-vis the supematural in Afnca 

appears to fall within what 1 cal! one of the universal genres of 

dance: transcendental dance" (Hanna, 1987, p. 127). 1 laughed 

aloud when 1 read this passage. Am 1 ready to transcend? 
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